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Abstra t
Communi ation networks have evolved from ir uit-swit hed and hop-byhop routed systems into hybrid data/opti al networks using the Internet as
a ommon ba kbone arrying narrow- and broad-band traÆ o ered by a
multitude of a ess networks. This data/opti al ba kbone is built around
a multi-te hnology/multi-proto ol routing ar hite ture whi h runs the IP
proto ols in a ollapsed IP sta k where ATM and SONET/SDH have been
repla ed by the suite of Generalized Multiproto ol Label Swit hing (GMPLS)
proto ols. A further evolution referred to as \IP over Photons" or \All IP - All
Opti al" is expe ted where \redundant intermediate layers" will be eliminated to
run IP dire tly on top of opti al ross- onne ts (OXCs) with the expe tation of
a hieving savings on operation expenditures (OPEX) and apital expenditures
(CAPEX). \IP over Photons" has been stalled by the immaturity in the ontrol
and data plane te hnologies leading to omplex and time- onsuming manual
network planning and on gurations whi h require a group of \layer experts"
to operate and maintain a hybrid data/opti al network.
By making the status of ea h link and node of a data/opti al network visible
to a ommon ontrol, GMPLS proto ols have opened the way for automated
operation and management allowing the di erent layers of an IP sta k to be
managed by a single network operator. GMPLS proto ols provide the potential
to make more eÆ ient use of the IP ba kbone by having network management
te hniques su h as TraÆ Engineering (TE) and Network Engineering (NE),
on e the preserve of tele ommuni ations, to be reinvented and deployed to e e t
di erent Quality of Servi e (QoS) requirements in the IP networks. NE moves
bandwidth to where the traÆ is o ered to the network while TE moves traÆ to
where the bandwidth is available to a hieve QoS agreements between the urrent
and expe ted traÆ and the available resour es. However, several issues need
to be resolved before TE and NE be e e tively deployed in emerging and next
generation IP networks. These in lude (1) the identi ation of QoS requirements
of the di erent network layer interfa es of the emerging and next generation IP
sta k (2) the mapping of these QoS requirements into QoS routing me hanisms
and network ontrol strategies and (3) the deployment of these me hanisms and
strategies within and beyond an Internet domain's boundaries to maximize the
engineering and e onomi eÆ ien y.
Building upon di erent frameworks and resear h elds, this thesis revisits
the issue of TraÆ and Network Engineering (TE and NE) to present and
evaluate the performan e of di erent QoS routing me hanisms and network
ontrol strategies when deployed at di erent network layer interfa es of a
hybrid data/opti al network where an IP over MPLS network is layered above
an MPS/Fiber infrastru ture. These in lude me hanisms and strategies to
be deployed at the IP/MPLS, MPLS/MPS and MPS/Fiber network layer
interfa es. The main ontributions of this thesis are threefold. First we propose
and ompare the performan e of hybrid routing approa hes to be deployed in
IP/MPLS networks by ombining onne tionless routing me hanisms used by
lassi al IGP proto ols and the onne tion oriented routing approa h borrowed
from MPLS. Se ond, we present QoS routing me hanisms and network ontrol
strategies to be deployed at the MPLS/MPS network layer interfa e with a

fo us on ontention-aware routing and inter-layer visibility to improve multilayer optimality and resilien e. Finally, we build upon ber transmission
hara teristi s to propose QoS routing me hanisms where the routing in the
MPLS and MPS layers is ondu ted by Photoni hara teristi s of the ber
su h as the availability of the physi al link and its failure risk group probability.
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion
The past de ades have witnessed an intensive a tivity within standardization
bodies su h as the IETF, OIF and ITU and a deluge of proposals to extend
traditional hop-by-hop IP and ir uit-swit hed proto ols and design new
proto ols to support Quality of Servi e (QoS). This was driven by several
fa tors in luding (1) the evolution of the ore of the Internet from a opper
into a ber network infrastru ture (2) in entives to use the Internet as a
data/opti al ba kbone arrying narrow- and broad-band traÆ o ered by a
multitude of a ess networks (3) the emergen e of the new suite of Generalized
Multiproto ol Label Swit hing (GMPLS) [1℄ proto ols used to support network
management su h as TraÆ Engineering (TE) and Network Engineering (NE)
in IP networks and (4) the expe tation of using these proto ols to ollapse
traditional routing ar hite tures from a four layer proto ol sta k layering IP
over ATM networks above SONET over WDM networks into an \All IP-All
Opti al" sta k running IP dire tly on top of ross- onne ts (OXCs). Figure 1.1
taken from [2℄ depi ts one of the many visions [3, 4, 5, 6℄ of the evolution of the
IP sta k from a rst generation of networks where IP over ATM networks are
layered above SONET/SDH over ber networks to a next generation IP sta k
where IP with GMPLS ontrol is layered above a third generation DWDM
network using Opti al Label Swit hing (OLS) and Opti al Label Swit hing
Routers (OLSRs). However at the writing of this thesis the evolution towards
\IP over Photons" is still in an early stage where several networks are operated
by running IP in a traditional IP sta k while a thinner IP sta k is appearing
in experimental resear h networks where an IP/MPLS is layered above an
MPS/Fiber infrastru ture.

1.1 TraÆ and network engineering
TE and NE are network management te hniques allowing the traÆ to be
eÆ iently routed through a routed or swit hed network to e e t QoS agreements
between the o ered traÆ and the available resour es by either using TE to
move the traÆ to where the network resour es are available or NE to move
the resour es to where the traÆ is o ered to the network. The advent of
new proto ols su h as MPLS, MPS, and GMPLS have impa ted network
management te hniques in two di erent but omplementary ways. On one
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hand, a set of single layer traÆ engineering (STE) proto ols su h as MPLS
and MPS were invented to provide pa ket swit hing apability (PSC) in data
networks and lambda swit hing apability (SC) in wavelength-routed networks
using di erent ontrol planes and a master-slave relationship between the data
and opti al layer. On the other hand, GMPLS was proposed as an extension
to these STE proto ols to support inter-layer visibility by providing a ommon
ontrol plane that makes ea h node and link of the lower layers of a hybrid
data/opti al network visible to the upper layers.

1.1.1 Single layer traÆ engineering (STE)
At its outset, MPLS was intended to over ome the limitations related to the
longest pre x mat h deployed in traditional IP routing through label swapping,
a pa ket forwarding paradigm where the route followed by the IP pa kets is
de ned by pre- omputed labels. These labels are swapped into the ore of
the network by MPLS routers referred to as Label Swit hed Routers (LSRs)
to de ne the next-hop to the destination. MPLS uses a onne tion-oriented
routing model borrowed from the ATM virtual onne tion paradigm where
the traÆ is routed over bandwidth tunnels referred to as Label Swit hed
Paths (LSPs). From a \fast forwarding" te hnology, MPLS has evolved into
a set of proto ols that o er advan ed traÆ engineering apabilities, Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs) and multi-proto ol support through logi al separation
between IP forwarding and routing. MPLS has experien ed a wide deployment
on the ISP ba kbone as repla ement for ATM and traditional IP routing and
made its way into metro-, a ess-networks and even some private enterprise
networks. MPLS provides the apability to aggregate di erent traÆ streams
( ows) and forward these streams into one or multiple LSPs to form a singlelayer grooming ar hite ture. MPS extends the MPLS features to wavelength
routed networks to add intelligen e and re on gurability to traditional opti al
ore networks by assigning labels to wavelengths and swit hing these labels
to setup wavelength-swit hed paths referred to as -Swit hed Paths or SP
tunnels.

1.1.2 Multi layer traÆ engineering (MTE)
The similarity of the LSRs to the opti al ross- onne t (OXCs) has led to
the generalization of MPLS to over opti al networks under the Generalized
Multiproto ol Label Swit hing (GMPLS) umbrella. GMPLS a hieves eÆ ient use
of the high bandwidth provided by the opti al te hnology by extending MPLS
to use a single ontrol plane that in ludes heterogeneous network elements
supporting di erent routing/swit hing apabilities. These in lude IP routers
that swit h pa kets, MPLS routers and ATM swit hes with layer 2 swit hing
apabilities, SDH ross- onne ts with TDM swit hing apabilities, OXCs with
wavelength swit hing apabilities and ber ross- onne ts that an swit h an
entire ber. By providing a ommon ontrol plane, GMPLS is expe ted to
dis harge the opti al network manager from the omplex and time- onsuming
manual network planning and on guration and e e t automated management
fun tionalities su h as onne tion reation, onne tion provision, onne tion
modi ation and onne tion deletion. GMPLS is based on a hybrid ar hite ture
that allows di erent logi al networks to be layered above a unique physi al
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( ber) network to form a multi-layer routing ar hite ture and uses a path
multiplexing te hnique referred to as traÆ grooming where a set of logi al paths
lo ated in a higher layer of the multi-layer network are multiplexed into paths
lo ated into a lower network layer to form a multi-layer grooming ar hite ture.

1.2 The main issues
While TE and NE have been widely deployed in tele ommuni ation networks,
several issues need to be resolved before these network management me hanisms
be ome wide-spread in the IP networks. These in lude (1) the identi ation of
QoS requirements of the di erent network interfa e layers of an IP sta k, (2)
the mapping of these requirements into QoS routing me hanisms and network
ontrol strategies and (3) the deployment of these me hanisms and strategies
within and beyond Internet domain's boundaries to maximize the network
engineering and e onomi eÆ ien y.

1.2.1 QoS requirements of di erent IP network layer
interfa es.
Ba kbone ommuni ation networks are evolving from an IP ar hite ture where
IP over ATM networks are layered above SONET/SDH over DWDM/Fiber
infrastru ture into a thinner IP sta k where IP/MPLS networks are layered
over MPS/Fiber networks with the expe tation of further evolution towards
the next generation \IP over Photons" ar hite ture where IP will be layered
dire tly on top of ross- onne ts. This evolution has been made possible by
having the IP/ATM network interfa e layer repla ed by an IP/MPLS interfa e
and ollapsing the SONET/SDH layer by having some of its fun tions su h as
\fast-reroute" moved into the MPLS layer and other su h as the \ring topology"
delegated to the DWDM layer where the SONET rings are repla ed by most
resilient mesh-inter onne ted opti al ross onne ts (OXCs). The repla ement
of traditional network layer interfa es by new ones raises new QoS requirements
for these interfa es. These in lude the design of new proto ols and the redesign
of network management me hanisms to be deployed at the IP/MPLS interfa e
to repla e IP over ATM me hanisms and at the MPLS/MPS interfa e to
repla e ATM over SONET/SDH routing. Enhan ements to the me hanisms
previously deployed at the WDM/Fiber interfa e are also needed to a ount for
the advan es in swit hing and routing te hnologies provided by DWDM and
ber te hnology.

1.2.2 Mapping appli ation QoS requirements into QoS
strategies.
Most urrent generation IP proto ols were designed to deliver best-e ort
servi e to the IP appli ations when IP transport was on erned with only
data transmission. The Internet has sin e developed into a ommon transport
infrastru ture requiring QoS routing to meet the QoS demanded by the mixture
of real-time and best-e ort appli ations arried by a multitude of a ess
networks. These in lude appli ations with (1) hard real-time onstraints su h as
remote sensing, voi e over IP, home automation, (2) soft real-time onstraints
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su h as streaming video, and (3) best-e ort onstraints su h as FTP, Se ure
Shell, et . The wide-spread deployment of QoS routing by network operators
will require me hanisms to (1) map the di erent appli ations into traÆ ow
lasses, (2) identify the QoS to be provided to these ows, and (3) ensure QoS
delivery for these ows. The last two steps have been extensively resear hed
by the IP ommunity but only few steps have been made in the quantitative
evaluation of integrated systems ombining the three steps and mu h less in
the mapping of the appli ation into traÆ lasses. This is a ording to some
servi e provider opinion the reason for the slow deployment of QoS routing in
the emerging multi-servi e Internet.

1.2.3 Deploying QoS within an Internet domain boundaries.
Most urrently deployed routing me hanisms for IP networks are based on
routing metri s ( ost metri s ) whi h optimize system-wide measures of
performan e su h as average response time, throughput, delay , et . dis ounting
the diversity of QoS requirements from the mixture of narrow- and broadband appli ations arried by the new multi-servi e Internet. Managing ost
to support QoS routing is a hallenging problem whi h has been ta kled by
the IP ommunity using di erent optimization approa hes. These in lude (1)
the use of ost metri s whi h re e t the urrent resour e availability su h as
implemented by onstraint-based routing (CBR) [11℄, (2) the deployment of
traÆ -aware routing algorithms [14, 16℄ proposed in the ontext of Multiproto ol
Label Swit hing (MPLS) [7℄, and (3) the deployment of multiple metri s used
either separately or ombined into a mixed ost metri su h as proposed in [10℄.
Though over oming the limitations of the OSPF [23℄, CBR is poorly equipped
for traÆ engineering support under heavy load onditions. The proposed
traÆ -aware algorithms are on erned with bandwidth maximization only and
in ur additional omplexity whi h does not ne essarily translate into equivalent
performan e gains. Multiple metri routing has been suggested to be used at
best as an indi ator in path sele tion sin e it may result in unknown omposition
rule for the path ost.

1.3 Contributions and outline
It is not known how fast the ollapse of IP layers will lead the evolution to
\IP over Photons". However we assume that IP, MPLS, MPS will survive the
ollapse of the IP sta k by having these layers visible in the IP sta k or moved
either into an enhan ed IP layer or an enhan ed DWDM layer. Building upon
this assumption and di erent frameworks and resear h elds, this thesis revisits
the problem of TraÆ and Network Engineering (TE and NE) to propose and
evaluate the performan e of QoS me hanisms and network ontrol strategies
whi h an deployed in the emerging and next generation IP networks with a
spe i fo us on the IP/MPLS, MPLS/MPS and MPS/Fiber network layer
interfa es. The main ontributions of this thesis are threefold.
1. IP/MPLS aware routing. First we propose an STE framework to be
deployed at the IP/MPLS network layer interfa e using an IGP+MPLS
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routing approa h where the performan e of a network is improved by
using either lassi al optimization methods to improve MPLS routing or
geneti optimization to improve IGP routing. This framework may be
used in IP infrastru tures that provide di erent routing apabilities su h
as \per-appli ation ltering" where spe i end points are routed based on
appli ations to allow di erent appli ations to be rea hed through di erent
LSPs or \per-domain ltering" where spe i domain pre xes are rea hed
di erently to allow the traÆ destined to di erent websites for example
to be routed over di erent LSPs.
2. MPLS/MPS aware routing. Contention avoidan e for bandwidth on
links, inter-layer visibility and routing ooperation are three key features
whi h an be used to improve the routing and rerouting of IP tunnels in
MPLS over MPS networks. We propose and evaluate the performan e of
a multilayer routing framework using a \tunnel separation/multiplexing"
paradigm to avoid per-tunnel ontention for bandwidth. Building upon
emerging distributed router te hnologies, we onsider the impa t of \Subse ond onvergen e" and \inter-layer visibility" in IP networks with the
expe tation of improving the multi-layer resilien e. A ooperative routing
framework is also onsidered using a hybrid network management model
where NE is used to omplement TE.
3. MPS/Fiber aware routing. Finally we present QoS routing me hanisms
to be use in MP(L/)S over ber infrastru ture by deploying a layered
routing approa h where the routing of (L/)SPs is ondu ted by photoni
hara teristi s of the underlying ber. These in lude availability aware
routing me hanisms and risk group aware ontrol strategies. While
the latter are built around the availability framework, the former are
based on the \Failure Risk Group" paradigm, a survivability strategy
whi h onsider the sto hasti prin iple that di erent nodes or links of a
network an have similar reliability hara teristi s to derive QoS routing
me hanisms whi h are more robust than lassi ally deployed diversity
routing s hemes.
These ontributions are depi ted by Figure 1.2 whi h groups the di erent
QoS routing me hanisms and network ontrol strategies in three main parts
representing the ontent of this thesis. In Part 1, the IP/MPLS interfa e
is addressed using lassi al and geneti optimization methods to improve the
performan e of IP, MPLS and hybrid routed networks ombining the strength
and both IP and MPLS engineering. Part 2 introdu es the problem of multilayer routing and resilien e by addressing the issue of ontention avoidan e
among ompeting tunnels and proposing inter-layer signalling strategies whi h
an be used to a hieve inter-layer visibility. The work presented in Part 3 onsists of using the photoni hara teristi s of the underlying ber infrastru ture
to ondu t the routing in the MP(L/)S networks. These in lude the ber
availability and failure risk group probability.
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Chapter 2

MPLS routing
At its outset, Multi-proto ol Label Swit hing (MPLS) [7℄ was proposed as
a exible IP forwarding me hanism using sour e- or ow-based routing to
make IP routing at swit hing speed by avoiding the longest pre x-mat h of
traditional IP networks and over ome the limitations related to the transport
of IP traÆ over ATM networks. In sour e- or ow-based routing, the omplete
path from a sour e to a destination is omputed and in luded in the header
of the pa ket. MPLS engineering has experien ed a wide deployment in the
Internet ba kbone as repla ement for ATM swit hes and traditional IP routers
and made its way into metro-, a ess-networks and even some private enterprise
networks. This expansion has been driven by the potential of MPLS to build
a onne tion-oriented network above the onne tionless IP network by pa ket
multiplexing IP and frame-relay/ATM servi es traditionally o ered by servi e
providers with emerging fast Ethernet servi es into shared hannels referred to
as Label Swit hed Paths (LSPs). Flow-based routing allows ma ro-bandwidth
management by having the traÆ be aggregated and the routes followed by
the traÆ to be omputed on demand using a di erent onstraint for ea h
omputed path. However basing the routing de isions on multiple onstraints
raises s alability issues.
This hapter presents a framework for routing these LSPs to a hieve
optimal network on gurations maximizing bandwidth usage (optimality),
minimizing the interferen e among ompeting LSPs (survivability), redu ing
the omplexity related to using multiple onstraints (s alability) and deployable
by standardized routing proto ols with minimum hanges (migration). Unless
spe i ed expli itly, the terms hannel, tunnel, ow and LSP, SP will be used
equivalently in the rest of this thesis.

2.1 A multi- onstrained optimization problem
Consider a network represented by a dire ted graph (N ; L) where N is a
set of N nodes and L is a set of L links. Let C` denote the maximum
reservable bandwidth of link ` and let Pi;e denote the set of feasible paths
onne ting the ingress-egress pair (i; e). Assume an on-line setting where a
request ri;e = (i; e; di;e ) to setup a bandwidth-guaranteed tunnel (LSP) of di;e
bandwidth units between an ingress-egress pair (i; e) is re eived and that future
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demands on P
erning tunnel setup requests are not known.
Let Lp = `2p L` (n` ; f` ) denote the ost of path p where L` (n` ; f` ) is the
ost of link ` when arrying n` tunnels and f` is the total bandwidth reserved
by the tunnels traversing link `.

P roblem 1:1. The tunnel routing problem onsists of nding the least ost
path p 2 Pi;e ( Lp = mink2P Lk ) satisfying the routing onstraints
i;e

di;e (p) < min(C` f` )
`2p
I` (p) = min I` (k):
k2P
i;e

(2.1)
(2.2)

The link interferen e n` denotes the number of tunnels arried by the link
` and n` is a pre-assigned maximum number of tunnels that an be arried
by link `. I` (x) = P rob(n` ! n` ) denotes the probability that the link

interferen e approa hes its maximum value. Eqn. (2.1) expresses the QoS
routing onstraints in terms of bandwidth usage maximization and Eqns. (2.2)
express the interferen e among the ompeting tunnels. Note that while (2.1)
represents a hard onstraint to be met when routing the MPLS tunnels, ( 2.2)
de nes a soft onstraint expressing the need to lead the interferen e n` on a link
` 2 p far from its maximum value.

2.2 A single onstrained optimization problem
The solution to the optimization problem above subje t to two on ave metri s
(bandwidth and interferen e) is NP -hard [10℄. We therefore onsider a heuristi
solution based on a routing s heme where the routing onstraints are relaxed
to nd a single onstraint optimization problem. This relaxation is a hieved
by deploying network ontrols in onstraint-based routing [11℄ to guaranty that
onstraint (2.1) is met and using ost-based route optimization to in rease the
probability of meeting the routing onstraint (2.2). Note that while the former
is met by pruning the network, the latter is met by using a ost optimization
model whi h maximizes the residual bandwidth R` = C` f` and the interferen e
di eren e I` = n` n` or equivalently minimizes their inverses 1=R` and 1=I`
or else minimizes the ow f` and the interferen e n` .
These obje tives an be ombined into a ost fun tion embedding the
semanti s of both routing onstraints (2.1) and (2.2) to express a penalty for
leading the link load f` loser to its apa ity C` and the link interferen e n`
loser to its preassigned maximum value n` . These fun tions in lude the powerbased link fun tion
n`
(2.3)
L`(n` ; f`) =
(C` f` )1
or other fun tions derived from an additive omposition rule of the two routing
onstraints (2.1) and (2.2). The alibration parameter 0 < < 1 balan es the
impa t of the two onstraints on the link ost:
an be set to a high value
( ! 1) to minimize the interferen e among ompeting tunnels or to a low
value ( ! 0) to optimize bandwidth usage following the Constraint Shortest
Path First (CSPF) routing model [11℄. The relaxation of the routing onstraints
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leads to a single onstrained optimization problem expressed by

P roblem 1:2. Given the network model des ribed previously, the tunnel
routing problem onsists of nding the least ost path p 2 Pi;e (e.g Lp =
mink2P Lk ) subje t to the onstraint
i;e

di;e (p) < min(C` f`)
`2p

(2.4)

P

where the path ost Lp = `2p L` and the link ost L` is expressed by (2.3).
We showed in [32℄ that the optimal value of the alibration parameter is = 0
under light load and = 1 under heavy load onditions.

2.3 The LIOA algorithm
The Least Interferen e Optimization Algorithm (LIOA) was proposed in [12℄ as
a routing algorithm that uses the same pro edure as the standard Constraint
Shortest Path First (CSPF) [11℄ to route and reroute bandwidth-guaranteed
tunnels in MPLS networks. It follows the same steps as CSPF but a hieves
shortest path omputation using the link ost (2.3) instead of link weights whi h
are inversely proportional to the residual link apa ities: L` (CSP F ) = 1=(C`
f`).
Consider a demand for di;e bandwidth units between two nodes i and e.
LIOA exe utes four steps in routing this demand
1. Prune the network. Eliminate all links with residual apa ities less than
di;e to form a redu ed network whose links have suÆ ient spare apa ity
to arry the demand di;e .
2. Find the new least ost path. Use Dijkstra's algorithm to nd the
new least ost path p from i to e in the redu ed network.
3. Route the traÆ demand. Assign the traÆ demand di;e to the path
p.
4. Update the link ows and interferen e. For ea h link ` 2 p : f` :=
f` + di;e and n` := n` + 1.

2.4 Related work
We presented in [12℄ the least interferen e optimization Algorithm (LIOA) to
a hieve on-line traÆ engineering in IP networks. [12℄ showed that LIOA uses
the ost metri (2.3) to support network optimization and prote tion under
single link failure by balan ing the number and the intensity of the ows o ered
to the routes. We presented in [13℄ an approximation of the ost metri (2.3).
This approximation builds upon the sto hasti property that di erent links of a
network an have di erent ow arrying probabilities to express the interferen e
among ompeting ows by a link ow arrying probability. [13℄ revealed that
the approximation leads to performan e improvements similar to those a hieved
in [12℄.
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The work most related to ours is the Minimum Interferen e Routing
Algorithm (MIRA) [14℄, a ow-based routing algorithm proposed in the ontext
of MPLS networks to set up bandwidth-guaranteed LSPs. MIRA uses knowledge
of the ingress-egress pairs to prevent the reation of bottlene ks for ows in a
network by sele ting a path for an LSP request that maximizes the minimum
available apa ity between all other ingress-egress pairs, thus redu ing the
reje tion rate of LSP requests between a spe i ed subset of ingress-egress
pairs. However, we showed in [12℄ that MIRA route omputations an be
omputationally expensive and do not ne essarily translate into equivalent
performan e gains.

Chapter 3

IGP routing
Despite its s alability whi h ontributed to the large expansion of the Internet,
destination-based routing leads to opportunisti bandwidth sharing overloading
some portions of the network while leaving some others unused. In a network
arrying voi e and data, an unbalan ed network on guration may result
in unattra tive behaviour su h as routing a voi e-over-IP all over a high
propagation delay path while a low-laten y path is available or routing data
traÆ over high-utilised links while some portions of the network are still underutilised. A ost-based QoS adaptation model was proposed in [38℄ under the
Link Weight Optimization (LWO) label. This model is based on a routing
optimization model onsisting of ne-tuning the link ost metri s (also referred
to as link weights) to over ome the limitations of destination-based routing.
The link weight optimization model proposed in [38℄ has the advantages of
(1) simpli ity (2) apability of using diverse performan e onstraints and (3)
ompatibility with traditional IGPs. However, nding link metri s whi h
minimize the maximum utilization is NP-hard.
Geneti Algorithms (GAs) belong to a lass of evolutionary algorithms
whi h an nd a eptably good solutions to this problem by examining and
manipulating a set of possible solutions from a set of designs. However GAs
are not guaranteed to nd the global solution to the problem sin e they may
nd a lo al optimum whi h does not ne essarily onverge to a global optimum.
Memeti algorithms (MAs) are hybrid geneti algorithms whi h attempt to
over ome this limitation by using a lo al sear h to omplement lassi al global
sear h.
This hapter revisits the problem of TraÆ Engineering (TE) to evaluate the
strength of the evolutionary algorithms when used as IP weight optimizers in
destination-based routing and assess the relevan e of using geneti ally tuned
IGP weights as stati osts in ow-based routing as suggested by network
operator's best urrent pra ti es [17℄.

3.1 A multi- onstrained optimization problem
Consider a dire ted network G(N ; L) where N is a set of N nodes and L is
a set of L links. Let C` denote the bandwidth of link ` and ea h link ` has
a olor ` expressing some administrative onstraints on that link su h as the
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type of traÆ to be arried by that link or its loading. Assume an oine setting
where the traÆ di;e o ered to the I-E pair (i; e) is known a-priory and ea h
request ri;e = (i; e; di;e ; i;e ) demanding di;e units of bandwidth between i and e
is olored by i;e to spe ify its administrative onstraints. Let P` (f` ; n` ) denote
the penalty fun tion for link ` when the link arries a ow f` and n` tunnels.
The IGP routing problem an be expressed as follows.

P roblem 3:1. We wish to nd an optimal link ow ve tor f and an
interferen e ve tor n su h that for ea h path p arrying a request ri;e
min
f;n

X

`2L

P` (f` ; n` )

(3.1)

subje t to the onstraints

f`  C`
n`  n`
` (p) = i;e

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

where ` (p) expresses the olor of a link ` whi h is traversed by path p. Note
that all the onstraints (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) are hard onstraints whi h need
to be satis ed in order to route the ows. It is known that if the penalty
fun tion P` (f` ; n` ) is onvex, and if the derivatives of the penalty fun tion are
ontinuous and non-negative, and if all additional onstraints that exist are
in luded in P` (f` ; n` ) as penalty fun tions then the routing problem expressed by
P roblem 3:1 an be formulated as a onstrained nonlinear multi- ommodity ow
problem. The mathemati al programming literature provides general te hniques
for solving multi- ommodity ow problems. However, the straightforward
appli ation of these te hniques to the routing problem in large networks proves
to be omputationally intra table.
P roblem 3:1: an solved using an o -line heuristi solution based on
onstraint based routing. This heuristi follows the same model as CSPF routing
but takes advantage of the a-priory knowledge of traÆ matrix to rank the
demands based on their importan e (priority) and route them to allow the
highest priority requests to be routed rst and thus re eive better resour es. A
high level des ription of this algorithm is as follows
1. Sort the demands in de reasing order of importan e to allow the largest
demand to take the best possible path
2. For ea h demand in the ordered set,
(a) Prune all the links that do not meet the onstraints (3.2), (3.3)
and (3.4),
(b) Run Dijkstra's algorithm on the pruned network to nd the least ost
path
( ) Adjust the used bandwidth and interferen e on links to re e t the
urrent bandwidth availability and interferen e.
3. Use the resulting network on guration to nd a set of link weights to be
used in IGP routing.
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3.2 An un onstrained optimization problem
Penalty fun tion methods an be used to transform P roblem 3:1 into an
un onstrained problem whi h is easily solved using evolutionary algorithms.
This is done by integrating both equality and inequality onstraints into the
obje tive fun tion and introdu ing a penalty adjustment parameter whi h
is updated during generations to improve the geneti pro ess. They have
been widely deployed using geneti optimization to nd solutions to diverse
engineering problems. We onsider in this hapter the appli ation of two
penalty fun tions methods in IP routing namely the \adaptive" and the \ oevolutionary" also referred to as \Self-Adaptive" penalty fun tion.

3.2.1 Adaptive Penalty
The adaptive penalty fun tion method was initially proposed in [18℄. It uses
an evolutionary method where the onstraints of a multi- onstraint problem are
integrated in the tness fun tion of a geneti algorithm as follows

fitness(x) = P (x) + (t)

m

X

i=1

gi (x) +
2

p
X
i=1

jhi (x)j



(3.5)

where m = 2 and p = 1

g1 = f` C`
g2 = n` n`
h1 = `(p) i;e

(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)

and (t) is updated at every generation t in the following way:

(t + 1) =

8
<
:

(t) if ase 1

if ase 2
2 (t)
(t) otherwise

1

1

(3.9)

Case 1 and ase 2 denote situations where the best individual in the
last k generations was always feasible ( ase 1) or was never feasible ( ase 2)
while 1 ; 2 > 1 are parameters whi h are set to 1 6= 2 to avoid y ling.
Equation (3.9) expresses the fa t that the penalty omponent (t + 1) for
generation t + 1 is de reased if all best individuals in the last k generations
were feasible. It is in reased if they were all infeasible. The penalty does nor
hange if there are some feasible and infeasible individuals tied as best in the
population.

3.2.2 Co-evolutionary Penalty
Self-Adaptive penalty fun tion or o-evolutionary penalty fun tion method was
proposed in [19℄ to solve problems with only inequality onstraints. This method
redu es to nding a tness fun tion of the form:

fitness(x) = P (x) ( oef  w1 + viol  w2 )

(3.10)

where the obje tive fun tion P (x) takes it's value from a given set of variable
en oded in a hromosome; w1 and w2 are two penalty fa tors ( onsidered as
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integers); the sum of all the amounts by whi h the onstraints are violated is
given by oef where:

oef =

m
X
i=1

gi 2 (x)

8 gi (x) > 0

(3.11)

The integer parameter viol takes the value 0 initially, and in reases by one for
ea h onstraint that has been violated.

3.3 Geneti optimization
Evolutionary algorithms use on epts from real-world geneti s to evolve solutions to problems. They are based on an evolutionary paradigm where ea h
iteration of the algorithm transforms one population of individuals into a new
generation, using some pre-determined tness measure for an individual. In
appli ations of evolutionary algorithms, potential solutions must be represented
and en oded in terms of genome. Ea h problem generally has its own genome
representation, and more than one representation ould be used for a given
problem. The tness measure or tness fun tion determines how good the
solution represented by some genome is. The appropriate tness fun tion is
determined by the problem and genome representation.
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3.3.1 Memeti Algorithms (MAs)

Memeti Algorithms (MAs) belong to a lass of evolutionary algorithms whi h
are based on a population sele tion where the evolution of one generation into
another relies on the three main geneti operations and a lo al sear h. These
three operations depi ted by Figure 3.1 are (1) repla ement (2) rossover and
(3) mutation. Repla ement is a dire t opying of a member of the urrent
generation into the next generation. Crossover is the ombination of two
genomes from the urrent generation into two di erent genomes in the next
generation. Crossover attempts to ombine good solutions to nd potentially
better solutions. Mutation is the random permutation of one of the tokens in the
Genome representation of a member of the urrent generation. By introdu ing
new solutions at ea h stage of the algorithm, mutation ensures that the evolution
pro ess does not get stu k at a lo al optimum. There are probabilities asso iated
with the rossover, repla ement and mutation operations as illustrated by the
di e in Figure 3.2. These probabilities are denoted P , Pr and Pm respe tively,
and P + Pr + Pm = 1. In general, Pm  P and P  Pr . Candidates for the
geneti operations are hosen randomly, but the sele tion is tness-proportionate
to ensure the survival of good solutions over generations. The onditions for
the termination of the algorithm are problem-spe i , although for pra ti al
reasons one often limits the number of iterations. The lo al sear h is used to
omplement the global sear h implemented by lassi al Geneti Algorithms
to improve the geneti individuals tness through hill- limbing and speed the
geneti algorithm. It is used to map the link weights to the o ered load by
diverting traÆ from the link with the highest utilization su h as des ribed
in [31℄.

3.3.2 Gene Expression Programming
While MAs individuals are symboli strings of xed length referred to as
\ hromosomes", GEP individuals are expressed as non-linear entities of di erent
sizes and shapes referred to as \Expression Trees" onsisting of a fun tion
of + and terminals as usually expressed by the Karva GEP language [40℄.
As illustrated by Figure 3.2 (b) Gene Expression Programming (GEP) uses
more operators and a di erent genome representation than MA. The Fitness
Cal ulation pro edure uses translated link weights patterns to ompute the
tness by alling Lo alSear h. The Lo alSear h pro edure deals with the TE
omputation to speed up and omplement the global sear h pro edure. The
Evaluation pro edure evaluates the tness fun tion and modi es the probabilities and powers whi h are needed by other pro edures. The Parents Sele tion
pro edure randomly sele ts two parents in the population set a ording their
probabilities and generates two o springs whi h are used in other pro edures.
The Transposition pro edure alls the ISTransposition, RISTransposition, and
GeneTransposition pro edures based on a given probability. These pro edures
a hieve respe tively (1) IS transposition with IS length of three elements ,
(2) Root IS Transposition with IS length of three elements, and (3) Gene
Transposition. The Re ombination pro edure plays the same role as the
the rossover operator in MA by gene rossover on generating o springs.
Three re ombination methods were involved in our appli ation, whi h are 1point re ombination, 2-point re ombination, and Gene re ombination. The
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Repla ement pro edure sele ts the population from the o springs and original
populations based on its tness to give birth to a new generation. Consequently
the rest andidates are dead after repla ement.
The mutation pro edure in GEP algorithm uses a ChromosomeMutation
pro edure to perform 1-point mutation on a hromosome by assigning a
randomly sele ted terminal to a randomly sele ted position of the hromosome.
There are di erent other pro edures asso iated with the Fitness al ulation in
GEP to allow the mapping of a population into a set of link weights pattern
and implement translate a link weight into a hromosome. These in lude (1) a
TranslateChromosomes pro edure that translates a population set into a set of
link weights (2) a CtoW pro edure whi h translates a hromosome into a link
weights pattern and a ReformChromosome pro edure whi h reforms the link
weights modi ed by Lo alSear h into reformed into a hromosome.

3.4 Related work
We presented in [20℄ an appli ation of the GEP algorithm to ommuni ation
networks to assess the relevan e of using GEP as routing optimizer in IGP
engineering (destination based routing). We extended this work in [21℄ to MPLS
engineering ( ow-based routing) to assess the relevan e of using the IGP metri
as stati ost metri in MPLS engineering. The results obtained in these papers
revealed that GEP outperformed GA on several performan e parameters and
on rmed that IGP weights ould be used as repla ement for dynami weights
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with the same performan e. Heuristi solutions using analogies with natural
and so ial systems have been proposed to optimise IGP routing [31, 29, 39℄.
Di erent types of penalty fun tion methods were dis ussed in [19℄ varying in the
omputational ost to attain the optimal solutions and handling the onstraints
in addition to minimizing the obje tive fun tions. [31℄ uses a tness fun tion
similar to ours and applying this tness fun tion in an oine setting. Our
work [20, 21℄ adopts the same geneti optimization model as [18, 19℄ but applies
to tele ommuni ation while the former applies to engineering.

Chapter 4

IP+MPLS routing
The dualism of IGP and MPLS routing has raised a debate separating the IP
ommunity into divergent groups with di erent views on erning how the future
Internet will be engineered [8℄. On one hand, there have been proponents of the
destination-based TE model pointing to the ability of the Internet to support
substantial in reases of traÆ load without the need for TE me hanisms su h
as proposed by MPLS and the apability of traditional IGP routing to optimize
routing by using appropriate adjustments to the link weights [38℄. On the other
hand, the advo ates of the MPLS standard were arguing for a ow-based TE
model using sour e- or ow-based routing that provides more exibility and the
potential to optimize the network globally. Though MPLS has won the battle
of the ore of the Internet, it has be ome a ommon ISP pra ti e to implement
a hybrid network on guration ombining IGP and MPLS engineering.
This hapter presents a TE model referred to as Hybrid whi h uses
an IGP+MPLS routing approa h to a hieve eÆ ient routing of ows in IP
networks. These ows an be high bandwidth demanding ows (HBD) su h
as real-time streaming proto ol ows or low bandwidth demanding ows
(LBD) su h as best-e ort FTP ows. We assume in this hapter an online network design pro ess where an optimal network on guration is built
around optimality, survivability, s alability and ompatibility. We adopt a path
sele tion model where traÆ ows are lassi ed into LBD and HBD lasses at
the ingress of the network and handled di erently in the ore using a network
ontrol strategy where the LBD ows are routed using traditional IGP routing
while HBD ows are arried over MPLS tunnels. This approa h improves the
network optimality and survivability through MPLS engineering and s alability
by using IGP engineering.

4.1 The hybrid routing problem
Consider a network represented by a dire ted graph (N ; L) where N is a set of
N nodes and L is a set of L links. Assume that the network arries IP ows that
belong to a set of servi e lasses S = fLBD; HBDg. LBD and HBD de ne
the lass of low bandwidth demanding (LBD) and high bandwidth demanding
(HBD) ows respe tively. Let C` denote the apa ity of link ` and let Pi;e
denote the set of paths onne ting the ingress-egress pair (i; e). Assume a ow-
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di erentiated servi es where a request ri;e = (i; e; di;e ; s) to route a servi e lass
s 2 S ow of di;e bandwidth units between an ingress-egress pair (i; e) is re eived
in an on-line setting where future demands on erning IP ow routing requests
are not known.
P
For ea h path p let Lp = `2p L` (n` ; f` ) denote the path ost and L` (n` ; f` )
the ost of link ` when arrying n` ows. f` is the total bandwidth reserved by
the IP ows traversing link ` and ( (s); (s)) is a pair of network alibration
parameters depending on the ow servi e lass s.

P roblem 4:1. The ow routing problem onsists of nding the least ost
path ps 2 Pi;e (e.g Lp = minp2P Lp ) su h that
i;e

s

di;e < min(C` f`)
`2p
s

(4.1)

Equation (4.1) expresses the feasibility of the ows. We onsider a ow routing
algorithm using a route optimization model based on a mixed ost model and
a path sele tion model based on ow di erentiation. This route optimization
model uses a ost metri whi h ombines optimality and survivability to route
the IP ows so that fewer ows are reje ted under heavy load onditions
(optimality) and fewer ows are re-routed under link failure (survivability).

4.1.1 Using the link loss to express survivability.
The main survivability obje tive of our routing approa h is to minimize the
damage to the network transport layer under failure. This damage is expressed
by the number of re-routed ows under failure. Let F be a set of possible failure
patterns, wf the probability of the failure pattern f 2 F and nf the number of
re-routed ows under failure f . The expe ted number of re-routed ows under
the set of failure patterns F is de ned by

W=

X

f 2F

Wf =

X

f 2F

wf nf

(4.2)

where Wf = wf nf expresses the damage to the network transport layer under
failure event f . Assuming that a ber ut is the most likely failure event in
opti al networks, we onsider the set of failure events F = L and de ne a
measure of survivability expressing the link loss by

W` = w `

X

r2R

Æ`;r

(4.3)

where w` is the probability for the IP ows to traverse link ` 2 L referred to as
the link loss probability, R = [i;e Ri;e is the set of ows arried
by the network,
P
Ri;e is the subset of ows from node i to node e, n` = r2R Æ`;r is the total
number of ows arried by link ` referred to as its interferen e and

Æ`;r =



1 ow r traverses link `
0 otherwise

(4.4)
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4.1.2 Using ongestion distan e to express optimality.
Most routing algorithms whi h maximize bandwidth (optimality) assume a fair
bandwidth sharing pro ess where the di erent ows re eive the same servi e
on a link `. This servi e is expressed by the link residual bandwidth C` f` .
We onsider a measure of optimality referred to as the link ongestion distan e
de ned by
D` (r` ; (s)) = C` (s)(f` + di;e )
(4.5)
where (s) is a alibration parameter expressing the subs ription for bandwidth
to the network link. In ontrast to the residual bandwidth C` f` whi h is
independent of the demand, the link ongestion distan e in ludes in its de nition
the bandwidth demand di;e whi h an be low for LBD ows and high for HBD
ows. It is expe ted that by introdu ing unfairness among ows, our measure of
optimality will lead to a link sharing model whi h improves the overall network
performan e by allowing the di erent ows to meet their servi e needs.
The routing optimization adopted in this hapter is based on the assumption
that a link metri minimizing the link loss (or equivalently the number of ows on
a link) and maximizing the link ongestion distan e (or equivalently its inverse)
an balan e the number and magnitude of ows over the network to redu e
reje tion under heavy load onditions and re-routing under link failure. This
obje tive is a hieved by multiplying the link loss probability by power values of
the link interferen e and the link ongestion distan e to form the mixed metri
expressed by

L`(n` ; f` ; (s); (s)) = w` n` (s) =(C`

(s)(f`

di;e ))1

s

( )

(4.6)

where 0  (s)  1 is a alibration parameter expressing the trade-o between
survivability and optimality.

4.2 Cost-based servi e di erentiation.
The basi idea behind our path sele tion model is to di erentiate ows into
lasses based on their bandwidth requirements and route these ows using
di erent ost metri s a ording to their servi e needs. The IP ows are lassi ed
into LBD and HBD traÆ lasses depending on their bandwidth requirements
(di;e ). The two traÆ lasses are de ned by

SLBD =
SHBD =

f
f

ows requesting di;e bandwidth units j di;e <  g
ows requesting di;e bandwidth units j di;e   g

(4.7)
(4.8)

where ea h ow bandwidth demand di;e is uniformly distributed in the range
[1; M ℄ and 1    M is a ut-o parameter de ning the limit between LBD
and HBD ows.
The IP ows are routed using di erent routing metri s expressing their
servi e needs: the paths followed by LBD ows are found using the IGP-based
OSPF model while HBD ows are routed over MPLS Label Swit hed Paths
(LSPs). This is a hieved using the link ost (4.6) whi h an lead to di erent
routing metri s depending on the values of the link loss probability w` and the
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set of parameters ( (s); (s)). The routing metri s leading to IGP-based OSPF
and MPLS routing are obtained by setting the link loss probability to either the
value of the link ow arrying probability su h as des ribed in [13℄ or a onstant
value expressing an equal probability assumption where ea h link ` has the
same probability w` = 1=L to arry any traÆ ow. The set of parameters
( (s); (s)) is set to ( ; 1) for MPLS routing and (0; 0) for IGP-based OSPF
routing.

4.3 The Hybrid routing algorithm
Consider a request to route a lass s ow of di;e bandwidth units between two
nodes i and e. The algorithm proposed exe utes the following steps to route
this ow
1. Network alibration.
Set ( (s); (s)) = (0; 0) if s 2 LBD, or
Set ( (s); (s)) = ( ; 1) if s 2 HBD.
2. Path sele tion.
(a) TraÆ aggregation. if ( (s); (s)) = ( ; 1).
 Find an existing LSP whi h an a ommodate the new HBD
request,
 If found then (a) set ps := p where p is the path arrying the
existing LSP and (b) goto step 3.
 Prune the network. Set L`(n` ; f` ) = 1 for ea h link ` whose
link sla k C` f`  di;e .
(b) Find a new least ost path. Apply Dijkstra's algorithm to nd a
new least ost path ps 2 Pi;e .
3. Route the request.




Assign the traÆ demand di;e to path ps .
Update the link o upan y and interferen e. For ea h link ` 2 ps
set f` := f` + di;e and n` := n` + 1.

Note that the path sele tion algorithm has the same omplexity as Dijkstra's
algorithm: O(jLj log jN j).

4.4 Related work
We proposed three di erent approa hes for routing tunnels in hybrid IP/MPLS
settings in [24, 25, 26℄. The basi model proposed in [24℄ uses a ost metri whi h
is based on a power based omposition rule while [25℄ onsiders an additive ost
metri whi h an be applied in delay-sensitive routing environments. In [26℄,
IGP+MPLS routing is revisited with the obje tive of evaluating the impa t of
bandwidth aggregation and bandwidth request in ation on bandwidth growth.
A tra e-based analysis of the omplexity of a hybrid IGP+MPLS network
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was presented in [27℄. This analysis uses a trigger-based me hanism to (1)
di erentiate ows based on their measured bandwidth during the last minute
and (2) route these ows di erently a ording to their bandwidth hara teristi s.
Though using an on-line setting similar to ours, the fo us of this approa h
is on traÆ measurement and proto ols evaluation while our approa hes are
based on network modelling and performan e evaluation. Loosely related works
were proposed in [28, 29, 30℄ to address the problem of routing IP ows using
oine IGP+MPLS approa hes where the network topology and traÆ matrix
are known a priory.

Part II

MPLS/MPS aware routing

Chapter 5

Contention aware resilien e
The emerging generation data/opti al networks are based on multi-layer
routing ar hite ture requiring ooperation between its di erent single layers
to a hieve eÆ ient routing of the o ered traÆ under di erent traÆ pro les,
resilien e and reliability upon failure and improved operation Administration
and Management (OA&M). Designing eÆ ient rerouting s hemes to be deployed
in di erent layers and their interplay is an important issue upon whi h the
eÆ ien y of a multilayer resilien e s heme depends.
This hapter revisits the on ept on path multiplexing/separation and its
impa t of the re overy performan e when rerouting bandwidth tunnels in
onverged data/opti al networks where an MPLS network is layered above
an MPS network. We formulate the re-routing of failed tunnels as a path
set nding problem subje t to Quality of Servi e (QoS) and network ontrol
onstraints. We build upon the sto hasti prin iple that di erent links of a
network may be provided di erent traÆ ow arrying probabilities to present
a heuristi solution where onverged MPLS/MPS networks are engineered to
a hieve path multiplexing/separation when re-routing LSP and SP tunnels.
We onsider the interplay between layers using a mixed s heme where path
restoration is implemented in the MPLS layer to omplement path swit hing in
the MPS layer.

5.1 The ontention aware resilien e problem
Consider a network represented by a dire ted graph G(N ; L) where N is a set
of N nodes and L is a set of L links. Let C` denote the apa ity of link ` and
let Ai;e 2 A denote the set of a tive paths onne ting the ingress-egress pair
(i; e) while Bi;e 2 B denote the set of ba kup paths onne ting (i; e). Assume
an on-line re overy model where a set of failed tunnels F`~ 2 A are rerouted or
swit hed to a subset of ba kup paths R`~ 2 B upon failure of link `~. Assume that
ea h re-routing tunnel k requiring di;e (k ) bandwidth units between an ingressegress pair (i; e) is re eived and that demand on erning swit hing/re-routing
requests are ooded throughout the network through Fault Indi ation Signal
(FIS) messages.
P
Let Lp = `2p L` (n` ; f` ) denote the ost of path p where L` (n` ; f` ) is the
ost of link ` when arrying n` ows, f` is the total bandwidth reserved by the
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IP ows traversing link `.

P roblem 5:1: The tunnel re-routing problem onsists of nding the set of
re-routing paths R`~ 2 B where for ea h path p 2 R`~ belongs to the set of least
ost paths (e.g. Lp = mink2R ~ Lk ) su h that
`

di;e (p) < min(C` f`)
`2p
I` (p) < min I` (k)
k2P
X
n` 
ws ns`
i;e

s

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)

where s 2 fa; bg belongs to the set of tunnels lasses, n` is the number of
tunnels arried by the link ` referred to as the link interferen e and n` is a
threshold assigned to the maximum number of tunnels arried by link ` and
I` (p) = P rob(n` ! n` ) is the probability for the interferen e on a link to
approa h its maximum value. ns` is the number of type s tunnels arried by
link ` while ws is the ow arrying probability (weight) assigned to lass s
paths on the links to express their ontribution of the link ongestion. This
ontribution an be high or low depending on the values of ws . Note that
equations (5.1) expresses the QoS routing onstraints in terms of bandwidth
usage maximization while (5.2) is related to the interferen e among ompeting
ows and (5.3) expresses the network ontrols in terms of path multiplexing
and/or separation.
Sin e the solution to the optimisation problem above is NP hard, we an
use a polynomial transformation of P roblem 5:1 [32℄ into a single onstrained
optimization problem expressed by

P roblem 5:2: The tunnel re-routing problem onsists of nding the set of
re-routing paths R`~ 2 B where ea h path p 2 R`~ belongs to the set of least ost
paths (e.g. Lp = mink2R ~ Lk ) su h that
`

di;e (p) < min(C` f`)
`2p
X
n` 
ws ns`
where the path ost Lp =

P

s

(5.4)
(5.5)

` L`2p and

L` =

n`
(C` f` )1

:

(5.6)

is a alibration parameter balan ing the impa t of the two onstraints in
the link ost. It an be set to a high value ( ! 1) to a hieve minimize the
interferen e or low ( ! 0) to optimize bandwidth usage.

5.1.1 Di erentiating MPLS and MPS routing
Equation (5.6) an be stated di erently in an MPLS over MPS network where
the two networks may
be implementing di erent bandwidth sharing poli
ies on
P
P
the links. Let n` = s ns;` denote the link interferen e and let f` = s bs ns;`
denote the link ow where bs denotes the per tunnel bandwidth unit for a lass
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s appli ation on link ` and ns;` is the number of lass s tunnels arried by that
link.
Let f (di;e ) = r denote a map where di;e is the size of a bandwidth guaranteed
tunnel and r is the index of an appli ation lass. A di erentiated bandwidth
sharing poli y may be applied in MPLS routing where di erent appli ation
lasses may have di erent bandwidth demands so that for ea h lass r 6= s
the per tunnel bandwidth unit br 6= bs . Likewise an equal bandwidth sharing
poli y may be onsidered in MPS routing to express the same granularity of
the per tunnel bandwidth unit so that for r 6= s the per tunnel bandwidth unit
br = bs = b. These assumptions leave equation (5.6) un hanged when routing
in the MPLS network and rewriting the ost metri as
L` (n` ) =

n`
[b(^n` n` )℄1

(5.7)

under MPS routing where n^ ` = C` =b denotes the maximum number of tunnels
that the link ` an arry. Note that while (5.6) represents the MPLS routing
ost as a fun tion of both the link load f` and the link interferen e n` , the MPS
routing ost in (5.7) is a fun tion of the link interferen e n` only.
As des ribed in [32℄, the value of the alibration parameter may be
estimated by using a fun tional analysis of (5.6) to its riti al values. These
values belong to a fun tion de ning a riti al urve representing a set of
alibration parameters where the network is operating in optimal mode. This
set of parameters referred to as network operation parameters are for MPLS
routing
8
under light load
< 0
(5.8)
=
:
1 under heavy load
and for MPS routing
=

8
<
:

0
1
0:5

under light load
under heavy load
under ongestion

(5.9)

5.2 A hieving path separation/multiplexing.
Converged data/opti al networks are expe ted to arry a mixture of traÆ ows
into bandwidth tunnels routed along a tive or ba kup paths whi h are ommonly
link or node disjoint. We build upon this assumption to onsider a ost model
where the link interferen e n` is approximated by n`  na` + (1
)nb` to
express the relative importan e given to the tunnels arrying a tive traÆ (na` )
and the tunnels arrying the ba kup traÆ (nb` ). Under this approximation the
link ost (5.6) is given by

L` =

( na` + (1
)nb` )
(C` f` )1

(5.10)

where s 2 fa; bg to express a tive tunnels s = a and ba kup tunnels (s = b), nb`
is the number of ba kup tunnels arried by link ` referred to as the ba kup link
interferen e, na` is the number of a tive tunnels arried by link ` referred to as
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the a tive link interferen e, and 1
are ow arrying probabilities (weights)
assigned to ba kup and a tive paths on the links to express their ontribution of
the link ongestion, expresses the trade-o between interferen e minimization
and ongestion distan e maximization. Note that the ost fun tion (5.10) may
lead to three di erent QoS routing s hemes depending on the value of . These
in lude (1) path separation/multiplexing for a tive/ba kup paths when = 1
by moving the a tive paths away from the set of highly a tive path interfering
links where na` is high and setting no onstraints on the ba kup path interferen e
nb` , (2) path multiplexing/separation for a tive paths when = 0 by moving the
ba kup paths away from the set of highly ba kup path interfering links where
nb` is high and imposing no onstraint on the a tive path interferen e na` or (3)
mixed separation/multiplexing for both tunnel types when 0 < < 1.

5.3 The ontention aware routing algorithm.
Building upon the ommon knowledge that in multi-layer networks, restoration
is ommonly a hieved at the upper layer (data network) while prote tion is
implemented by the lower layer (opti al network), this paper onsiders a mixed
re overy s heme a hieving path prote tion using the \1:1" model in the opti al
layer and path restoration using the \0:1" model in the upper layer.
\1:1" prote tion provides partial prote tion to the traÆ by reating a a tive
and a ba kup path but where the normal traÆ is arried over only one path
(a tive or re overy) at a time. In this path prote tion and restoration s heme,
extra traÆ an be transported using the ba kup resour es. The \1:1" model
implemented in this hapter is based on a stati s heme where the a tive paths
are found by setting the link ost inversely proportional to the link apa ity
as proposed in CISCO's implementation of the OSPF [23℄ proto ol and ea h
ba kup path is link disjoint from the a tive path. In this way the a tive paths
an share the same links (multiplexing).
\0:1" prote tion does not provide any prote tion to the traÆ prior to
a failure event. It is a path restoration s heme where an alternate path is
omputed on-the- y upon failure to arry the traÆ of the working path. It
does not apply to path prote tion. We onsider in the rest of this paper a \0:1"
where di erent values of the parameter are used to assess the impa t of the
path separation/multiplexing on the multilayer resilien e pro ess. A BottomUP es alation strategy is used to a hieve inter-working between layers by having
path restoration triggered in the data layer when either the opti al layer an not
re over a failed link or an only provide suÆ ient resour es to route part of the
failed tunnels. The details of the implementation of this strategy are beyond
the s ope of this paper. Unless spe i ed, the a ronym tunnel will be used in
the rest of this paper to express an LSP or a SP.

5.3.1 A hieving tunnel rerouting
We extend the Least Interferen e Optimization Algorithm (LIOA) to present
a tunnel rerouting algorithm where upon failure (1) the set of failed tunnels
is omputed to evaluate the demand for bandwidth on di erent I-E pairs (2)
this set is ordered in in reasing F IS (x) order to nd the rerouting order of the
di erent tunnels and (3) ea h bandwidth demand is arried over an existing
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ba kup tunnel or rerouted on a new omputed path. A high level des ription
of the tunnel rerouting algorithm for ea h failed tunnel k 2 F`~ that reserved
di;e (k) bandwidth units on link `~ is as follows
1. FIS propagation. Send a FIS message to the origin of the k .
2. Build a demand set Di;e . Find the demand di;e (k ) from ea h sour e i
to ea h destination e and build the demand set Di;e .
3. Update the network topology. Update the network topology G(N; L)
to remove `~. For ea h path p 2 F~l and ea h link ` 6= `~ su h that ` 2 p set

 n` = n` 1
 f` = f` di;e (p)
4. Reroute the tunnels. For ea h demand di;e (k )
(a) 1:1 rerouting. nd an existing ba kup path k 2 Bi;e from i to e
su h that di;e (k ) < min` C` f` and goto step ( ) if found.
(b) 0:1 rerouting. prune the network to dis ard all links ` su h that
di;e (k) > C` f` and ompute the shortest path p on the pruned
network.
( ) Update ow and interferen e. for ea h link ` 2 p set n` = n` + 1
and f` = f` + di;e (p).
The grooming of LSPs into SPs may be implemented using di erent te hniques
in luding "pa king" and "balan ing" as proposed by [54℄ or other traÆ
grooming te hniques proposed in the literature. These te hniques are beyond
the s ope of this paper. The rest of this paper assumes a rst- t grooming
model where in the presen e of multiple wavelengths along an I-E pair, an LSP
is groomed using the rst t wavelengths available in the MPS network.

5.4 Related work
The work presented in this hapter has been published in [32℄ where it is revealed
that the network eÆ ien y may be improved by separating the ba kup tunnels
on the links to leave room for the a tive tunnels. This work also reveals that
tunnel multiplexing/separation may improve traÆ growth when ompared to
widely deployed algorithms su h as Widest Shortest Path [55℄ and CSPF [11℄.

Chapter 6

Inter-layer visibility
The design of eÆ ient network ontrol strategies to be deployed in the di erent
layers of a data/opti al network is as important as the rerouting me hanisms
used by the di erent layers to re over from failure. The problem of the interplay
between these layers to make the errors of a layer visible to another is another
important issue upon whi h the eÆ ien y of a multilayer network depends.
Signaling issues were addressed in [50℄ using di erent approa hes referred to
as \es alation strategies". These in lude (1) \un oordinated approa h" where
di erent re overy s hemes are deployed in the multiple layers without any
oordination (2) \sequential approa h" using either a Bottom-UP es alation
strategy starting re overy a tions from the lowest dete ting layer where the
failure is dete ted and es alating upward or a Top-Down es alation strategy
where the es alation pro ess is initiated in the highest possible layer and goes
downward in the layered network and (3) an \integrated approa h" that ensures
oordination between the re overy me hanisms in di erent layers by ombining
these me hanisms in one integrated multilayer re overy s heme. The advantages
and drawba ks of these approa hes are well do umented in [51℄. There are three
main questions related to fast signaling:
1. how are the errors in the di erent layers of a multi-layer network dete ted
?
2. how are the errors appearing in a layer of a multi-layer network made
visible to another layer ?
3. how are appropriate re overy a tions taken to a hieve eÆ ient rerouting
of the failed tunnels ?
While a lot of work have been done in error dete tion te hniques and
rerouting me hanisms, the issue of a hieving inter-layer visibility has been less
resear hed or was addressed using te hniques whi h might lead to poor signaling
performan e.
This hapter addresses the problem of multi-layer resilien e by presenting an
integrated approa h using the interplay between the routing of IP tunnels, the
rerouting of these tunnels and error signaling to improve multi-layer resilien e.
This integrated model uses virtual tunnel pre-emption to a hieve optimality,
tunnel prote tion lassi ation to a hieve fast signaling and a \hold-o timer"
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es alation pro edure to a hieve inter-layer visibility and ompatibility with
urrently deployed re overy me hanisms.

6.1 The inter-layer visibility model
This se tion presents the inter-layer visibility model where tunnels are lassi ed
and hold-o timer marked at tunnel routing, they are priority ranked and
rerouted based on priority upon failure and prote ted in the MPS or restored
into the MPLS layer based on their lasses.

6.1.1 The tunnel routing problem

Consider a network represented by a dire ted graph G(N ; L) where math alN
is a set of N nodes and L is a set of L links. Let Ai;e 2 A and Bi;e 2 B denote
respe tively the set of a tive and ba kup tunnels onne ting the ingress-egress
pair (i; e). Assume that a request r = (i; e; k; di;e (k )) to route a tunnel p 2 Ai;e
requiring di;e (p) bandwidth units between an ingress node i and the egress node
e is re eived and that the tunnel is preferably prote ted by a ba kup tunnel
p~ 2 Bi;e . Consider an on-line setting where future demands on erning routing
tunnel requests are not known in advan e.

P roblem 6:1. The tunnel routing problem onsists of nding the least ost
a tive path p 2 Ai;e and the least ost ba kup path p~ 2 Bi;e su h that
di;e (p) < min(C` f` )
`2p
di;e (~p) < min(C` f` )
`2p~
Lp = min Lk
k2A
Lp~ = min Lk
k2B
i;e

i;e

(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)

where is a prote tion parameter expressing whether the a tive paths are
prote ted using P
the \1:1" mode for = 0 or the \1+1" mode for = 1 and the
path ost Lp = `2p L` while the link ost L` is expressed by

L` =

(C`

n`
f` )1

6.1.2 The tunnel rerouting problem

(6.5)

Consider an on-line re overy model where a set of failed tunnels F`~ 2 A are
rerouted or swit hed to a subset of ba kup tunnels R`~ 2 B upon failure of link
`~. Assume that ea h request r = (i; e; k; di;e (k)) to reroute a tunnel k requiring
di;e (k) bandwidth units between an ingress node i and the egress node e is
re eived and that demand on erning swit hing/re-routing requests are ooded
throughout
the network through Fault Indi ation Signal (FIS) messages. Let
P
Lp = `2p L` (n` ; f`) denote the ost of path p where L`(n` ; f`) is the ost of
link ` when arrying n` tunnels and f` denote the total bandwidth reserved by
the tunnels traversing link ` whose apa ity is C` . n` is referred to as the link
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interferen e.

P roblem 6:2. The tunnel rerouting problem onsists of nding the least ost
re overy path p~ su h that
di;e (~p) < min(C` f`)
(6.6)
Sig(x; y)
where

Rout(x; y) =



`2p~

! Rout(x; y)

Rout(x; y) prio(x) > prio(y)
Rout(y; x) otherwise

(6.7)
(6.8)

where prio(x) is a fun tion de ning the priority allo ated to the request x.
Sig(x; y) and Rout(x; y) are two pre eden e operators whi h de ne the relation

between the FIS message signaling to the ingress of the failed tunnels and the
rerouting of these tunnels. They are used in (6.7) to de ne either a First Signaled
First Rerouted (FSFR) poli y or a Highest Priority First Rerouted (HPFR)
poli y. In FSFR, the rst signaled tunnels are rerouted rst: \if the rerouting
request x is signaled to the ingress of the network before request y (Sig (x; y )
holds), then the request x will be rerouted before request y (Rout(x; y ) holds)".
In HPFR, the highest priority tunnels are rerouted rst independently of the
signaling order: \if the rerouting request y has higher priority ompared to x
(prio(x) < prio(y ) holds), then the request y will be rerouted before request x
(Rout(y; x) holds)". Note that the FSFR poli y de nes the normal rerouting
model while HPFR is used to e e t routing pre-emption.

6.1.3 The fast signaling problem
The survivability requirements of a multi-layer network are losely related to the
signaling model used to notify the failure to the di erent layers by using both
FIS messages propagation and inter-layer signaling. FIS messages propagation
has been addressed by di erent authors in the ontext of \sub-se ond IP
onvergen e". Inter-layer signaling was addressed using the es alation strategies
des ribed above. The signaling problem onsists of nding a signaling model
or building upon existent signaling models to de ne network ontrol strategies
that an redu e the error dissemination time. It an be formally expressed as
follows:
Consider a set of signaling strategies S = fsg where the s denotes a signaling
model su h as FSFR or HPFR in intra-layer signaling or an es alation method
in inter-layer signaling.

P roblem 6:3. The signaling problem onsists of nding a strategy s

su h that

min
s2S

subje t to

X

k2R`~

F is(s; k) = F is(s

2S

F is(s; k)
k) + F is(s " k)

(6.9)
where F is(s k ) denotes the time taken to signal a failure of tunnel k when
strategy s is applied to propagate the FIS messages in intra-layer signaling and
F is(s " k) is the time taken by strategy s to signal the failure of tunnel k
between layers.
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6.2 Network ontrol strategies
This se tion des ribes the di erent network ontrol strategies used to a hieve
intra- and inter-layer and the oordination between these strategies to improve
multi-layer resilien e. We assume a data/opti al network where an MPLS
network is layered above an MPS network. We onsider that upon failure,
inter-layer signaling is a hieved using a bottom up es alation model based on
\hold-o timer".
It is ommonly known that a hieving resilien e in the MPS layer has
several advantages. These in lude (1) easier and faster fault management by
swit hing fewer larger blo ks of traÆ on ba kup paths and (2) faster a tivation
of the resilien e me hanism as ompared to higher layers where the resilien e
me hanisms have to wait for the propagation of the alarms from the lower
layers to the upper layers. On the other hand, MPLS resilien e has also several
advantages. These in lude (1) the apability to prote t spe i equipment,
parti ular ustomers and servi es and (2) a ner granularity of the re overy
pro ess that maximizes spare transmission apa ity. Building upon this ommon
knowledge, we adopt the \0:1" restoration model in the MPLS layer while \1+1"
prote tion swit hing is used in the MPS layer.

6.2.1 A hieving inter-layer visibility
Given the re overy me hanisms des ribed above, the requirements to a hieve
1 + 1 prote tion in the MPS layer are met when at setup time both an a tive
and a re overy SPs are found. They are not met when either both the a tive
and ba kup SP an not be found or only the a tive SP an be found. In
the former ase, the origin of the a tive SP p is marked with a higher hold-o
timer time (HoT (p) = high) to indi ate the rerouting over an existent SP
in the MPS layer upon failure. The ase where only the a tive SP ould
be found leads to marking the origin of the SP with a lower hold-o timer
(HoT (p) = low) indi ating the need to restore this tunnel in the MPLS layer
based on the 0 : 1 model. By having the rerouting of tunnels in the MPLS layer
follow the 0 : 1 model while the rerouting of SP follows either 1+1 prote tion in
the MPS layer or 0 : 1 in the upper layer, this pro ess will make the prote tion
mode of the MPS layer visible to the MPLS layer to redu e inter-layer signaling
operations time. This is di erent from normal inter-layer signaling operations
based on hold-o timer operations whi h an last some minutes. The inter-layer
signaling operation time resulting from a strategy s using the newly proposed
\inter-layer visibility" pro ess is thus F is(s " k )  0 for ea h failed tunnel k .
This di ers from normal bottom up es alation pro edures using hold-o timer
model whi h an last some minutes.

6.2.2 Deploying virtual pre-emption
The rerouting of failed tunnels may lead to a ompetition for bandwidth on the
rerouting links upon failure resulting in a situation of starvation where the least
important tunnels are rerouted rst and starve the most important as illustrated
by Figure 6.1. This gure depi ts a situation where two IP tunnels are setup
between two sour e destination pairs: the most important tunnel (1; 2; 6; 7; 9)
from S1 to I and the least important tunnel (1; 3; 7; 9) from S2 to I , both
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Figure 6.1: \Bandwidth ompetition"
sharing a ommon link (7; 9). A ra ing situation may happen upon failure of
the ommon link (7; 9) if the least important tunnel (S2 ; I ) is signalled rst to the
ommon sour e node 1 and rerouted rst. In ase that only limited resour es (e.g
bandwidth) are available on the ommon rerouting path (1; 4; 5; 8; 9), this leads
to the least important tunnel (S2 ; I ) tie-ding up resour es (bandwidth) that
the most important tunnel (S1 ; I ) ould use and a subsequent denial to reroute
this tunnel. To solve this problem, we adopt a tunnel pre-emption strategy
where instead of implementing the FSFR model des ribed earlier, HPFR is
implemented by having the tunnels rerouted based on their importan e: \the
most important tunnels are rerouted rst".

6.2.3 Fast signaling
Delaying the rerouting of the least important tunnels an lead to routing
instabilities whi h an outweigh the bene t of the virtual tunnel preemption
strategy. This problem is solved by using fast signalling strategies [70℄ where
normal pro essing operations are pre-empted to leave room for fault signaling
operations to redu e the time taken by the fault indi ation messages.
The total delay indu ed by the preemption pro ess when using strategy s to
reroute a tunnel x may be expressed by P T (s; x) and the time to re over this
tunnel T T R(s; x) expressed by

T T R(s; x) = F is(s

x) + P T (s; x) + F is(s " x)

(6.10)

where F is(s " x)  0 as des ribed above.
Building upon the assumption that the time spent in preemption P T (s; x) <<
F is(s x) and using \sub-se ond onvergen e" to redu e the FIS propagation
time from F is(s
x) to F is (s
x) << F is(s
x) leads to rewriting
equation (6.10) as
0

T T R (s; x)  F is (s
0

0

x) + P T (s; x)

(6.11)

where F is (s
x) is the FIS message propagation time when a network is
implementing \sub-se ond onvergen e". Note that sin e F is (s x) is very
small ompared to the normal fault signalling indi ation time F is(s x), the
following relation holds
0

0

T T R(s; x) > T T R (s; x)
0

(6.12)
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6.3 Routing, rerouting and signaling algorithms
A high level des ription of the routing, rerouting and signaling algorithms
asso iated with these ontrols are
1. Routing algorithm
Find a least ost path p
If found f
 Prune the network to dis ard the links of path p in ba kup path
sele tion
 Find a ba kup path p~
 If found set HoT (p) = high to allow the  layer take over when
rerouting this tunnel upon failure else Set HoT (p) = low to allow
the MPLS layer take over when rerouting this tunnel.
g.
2. Rerouting algorithm
Build a demand set Di;e of failed tunnels
For ea h tunnel k 2 Di;e do f
 If (HoT (k) == high) reroute k on its (1 + 1) ba kup tunnel
 If (HoT (k) == low) signal the demand of k to its origin where k
will be rerouted based on a the virtual tunnel pre-emption model
by
{ ranking of the tunnels based on their importan e, and
{ rerouting these tunnels based on the order set.

g

3. The signaling algorithm is based on
(a) Sele tion of the rerouting layer based on HoT.
(b) Propagation of the FIS messages to the edge of the network: the
origin of the failed tunnels.

6.4 Related work
The design of eÆ ient re-routing s hemes to be deployed in the di erent layers of
a hybrid data/opti al ar hite ture is an issue whi h has been widely addressed
in [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53℄ and other papers su h as [58℄ and [60℄ and is still debated
by the resear h ommunity. Fast signalling strategies a hieving \subse ond
onvergen e" have been proposed in [70℄. We proposed in [66℄ and [67℄ an
\inter-layer ommuni ation" model whi h uses stati lassi ation of the errors
that may happen at di erent layers of a multi-layer network and identi es the
layers where they might be handled. This lassi ation pro ess is used in a token
based es alation pro edure to notify the appropriate layer to handle the error
and thus redu e the waiting time that ould be indu ed by time out a tions.

Part III

MPS/Fiber aware routing

Chapter 7

Availability aware TE
GMPLS is based on a hybrid ar hite ture where di erent logi al networks
are layered above a unique physi al (Fiber) network to form a multi-layer
routing ar hite ture and a set of paths lo ated in a higher layer of the multilayer network are multiplexed into paths lo ated into a lower network layer
to form a multi-layer grooming ar hite ture. By making the status of the
lower layers visible to the upper layers through its sets of routing and signaling
proto ols (OSPF-TE and RSVP-TE), GMPLS has opened the way to a multilayer ontrol and management approa h allowing the ooperation between
di erent single layers to a hieve spe i network fun tions. These in lude the
eÆ ient routing of the o ered traÆ and grooming of data under di erent
traÆ pro les, re overy from failure, priority handling and preemption and
improved operation Administration and Management (OA&M). However, the
design and implementation of QoS routing me hanisms whi h onsider the
interplay between layers has been only s ar ely addressed by the IP ommunity.
The main idea behind the availability aware routing paradigm is to
improve the availability of onne tions by having the traÆ arried over the
most available tunnels and provide availability guarantees by having the IP
tunnel requests to be routed over the links that guarantee the availability
level requested by these tunnels. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 depi t two network
on gurations where ea h link ` is assigned a label indi ating its availability.
We onsider a routing s heme where three IP tunnels are setup on three
sour e-destination pairs (S1 ; D1 ), (S2 ; D2 ), and (S3 ; D3 ). The two network
on gurations depi ted by Figures 7.1 and 7.2 reveal that availability aware
routing may lead to two routing on gurations: (1) a path separated routing
on guration depi ted by Figure 7.1 where the three tunnels are routed over
three di erent most available least ost paths and (2) a path multiplexed
network on guration depi ted by Figure 7.2 where the three tunnels are routed
over three di erent least ost paths whi h share the same link (7; 8). In
ontrast to the path separated network, the upper and lower paths (1; 2; 3; 5; 5)
and (10; 11; 12; 13; 14) of the path multiplexed network present links whi h are
least available. This leads to sele ting the most available links. The path
separated network on guration may be preferred to the path multiplexed
network on guration sin e it leads to higher load balan ing of the traÆ
over the network infrastru ture by having ea h tunnel routed over a di erent
path and fewer rerouting upon failure by having only the tunnel (S2 ; D3 ) to
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be rerouted upon a failure of the link (7; 8). The path multiplexing routing
on guration would lead to multiplexing the three tunnels on the link (7; 8)
and the rerouting of all the three tunnels upon failure of link (7; 8). However it
would be preferred in situations where the availability of the tunnels is important
and in proa tive resilient networks where a failure does not degrade highly the
network quality of servi e.
Figure 7.1: Path separated network
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Figure 7.2: Path multiplexed network
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This hapter presents QoS routing me hanisms to a hieve TE in the MPLS
and MPS layers by using Photoni hara teristi s of the underlying physi al
(Fiber) network su h as the link availability to ondu t the routing in the upper
layers: MPLS and MPS layers. We onsider a link apa ity subs ription (LCS)
model where the links of a network are under-subs ribed based on availability
to redu e their routing ost in order to arry more tunnels on the most available
links. A link and tunnel oloring (LTC) model is also onsidered where the links
and the requests to set up tunnels are lassi ed into olor lasses to guaranty
that the tunnels will be routed over the links that provide higher availability.

7.1 A link apa ity subs ription (LCS) model
Consider a network represented by a dire ted graph (N ; L) where N is a set
of N nodes, L is a set of L links. Let C ` denote the apa ity of link `
and let Pi;e denote the set of paths onne ting the ingress-egress pair (i; e).
Assume that ea h link ` 2 L of the network has availability a` and a request
ri;e = (i; e; di;e ) to route a tunnel of di;e bandwidth units between an ingressegress pair (i; e) is re eived. Consider an on-line setting P
where future IP tunnel
routing requests are not known. Assume that Lp = `2p L` (n` ; f` ) denote
the path ost where L` (n` ; f` ) is the LIOA ost metri de ned previously as a
fun tion of the interferen e on links n` and the total ow f` .
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7.1.1 The LCS routing problem
P roblem 7:1. The tunnel routing problem onsists of nding the least ost path
p 2 Pi;e (e.g Lp = minp2P Lp ) su h that
i;e

di;e < min(C ` f` )
`2p
Pr (uk  u` jak  a` )  Pr (uk  u` ja`  ak )

(7.1)
(7.2)

where u` is the utilization of link ` and Pr (uk  u` jak  a` ) is the
onditional probability that the utilization of link ` is superior to the utilization
of link k (uk  u` ) if link ` is more available than link k (ak  a` ). Note
that while equation (7.1) expresses a bandwidth usage maximization onstraint
equation (7.2) represents the availability aware routing onstraint onsisting of
maximizing the probability of routing the traÆ over the most available links.

7.1.2 S aling the link apa ity to improve availability
Constraint (7.1) is often asso iated with the problem of bandwidth growth
through minimization of the link utilization. It is a ommon network operator
pra ti e [63℄ to solve this latter problem by either under-subs ribing the links to
ontrol the utilization of a spe i link or by in ating the bandwidth requirement
of the tunnel to ontrol the utilization of all the links. It was shown in [26℄
that the deployment of bandwidth in ation in an IGP+MPLS setting improves
the routing eÆ ien y. Link under-subs ription is used to a hieve bandwidth
growth by applying to ea h link of a network ` a bandwidth under-subs ription
parameter 0 < ` < 1 to redu e its maximum reservable bandwidth C ` so that
its subs ribed apa ity is C` = ` C ` .
We propose an availability aware routing model where the apa ity s aling
fa tor ` is set proportionally to the value of the link availability with the
obje tive of redu ing the ost L` of the most available links to route more
traÆ on the these links and redu e the load of the least available links. This
may improve the availability of the onne tions. This leads to an expression
of the LIOA link ost previously de ned but where the link apa ity has been
s aled based on availability as follows

L` =

( `C `

n`

f`)1

(7.3)

where ` = a` = maxk2L ak . Note that the LIOA routing algorithm may be used
to a hieve availability aware routing using the link ost above.

7.1.3 The LCS routing algorithm
A sample on-line onstrained routing algorithm using the LCS model is as follows
1. Compute the availability of ea h link of the network.
2. Compute for ea h link ` the s aling fa tor ` .
3. Route a tunnel routing request as follows.
(a) Prune all the unfeasible links based on onstraint (7.1).
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(b) Run Dijkstra's algorithm on the pruned network and using the link
ost (7.3) to nd the least ost path that meets onstraint (7.2).
( ) Adjust the used bandwidth on links to re e t the urrent bandwidth
availability.

The algorithm above may be extended to a hieve oine onstrained routing.
The oine algorithm is as follows
1. Sort the tunnels in de reasing order of their availability to allow the most
available tunnels to take the best possible path.
2. For ea h tunnel in the ordered set run the on-line algorithm above.

7.1.4 Computing the link availability
Building upon the asymptoti (steady state) availability for a ontinuously
operating, repairable item with no prote tion, the reliability blo k diagram
(RBD) of an opti al link an be expressed by a simple series stru ture onsisting
of n spans and n 1 nodes. It an be used to express the availability of a physi al
link a` as in [71, 74℄

7.2 The S aled Link Cost (SLC) model
Consider a network represented by a dire ted graph (N ; L) where N is a set
of N nodes, L is a set of L links. Let C ` denote the apa ity of link `
and let Pi;e denote the set of paths onne ting the ingress-egress pair (i; e).
Assume that ea h link ` 2 L of the network has availability a` and a request
ri;e = (i; e; di;e ) to route a tunnel of di;e bandwidth units between an ingressegress pair (i; e) is re eived. Consider an on-line setting P
where future IP tunnel
routing requests are not known. Assume that Lp = `2p L` (n` ; f` ) denote
the path ost where L` (n` ; f` ) is the LIOA ost metri de ned previously as a
fun tion of the interferen e on links n` and the total ow f` .

7.2.1 The SLC routing problem
P roblem 7:2. The tunnel routing problem onsists of nding the least ost path
p 2 Pi;e (e.g Lp = minp2P Lp ) su h that
i;e

di;e < min(C ` f` )
`2p
I` (p) = min I` (k)
k2P
n~ ` = ` n`
i;e

(7.4)
(7.5)
(7.6)

where the link interferen e n` denotes the number of tunnels arried by
the link ` and n` is a pre-assigned maximum number of tunnels that an be
arried by link `. I` (x) = P rob(n` ! n` ) denotes the probability that the
link interferen e approa hes its maximum value. Note that while equation (7.4)
expresses a bandwidth usage maximization onstraint equation (7.6) represents
the availability aware routing onstraint while equation (7.5) is a onstraint on
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the interferen e among ompeting tunnels as previously de ned. P roblem 7:2
may be redu ed into a single onstrained optimization problem by integrating
the two onstraints (7.5) and (7.6) into a ost metri using a polynomial
transform similar to hapter 1. We propose a polynomial transform using a
link ost s aling model where the link interferen e is s aled by a measure of the
link unavailability to redu e the ost of the most available links and in rease
the ost of the least available links to a hieve availability aware routing. This
will lead to routing more traÆ on the most available links and redu e the load
of the least available links. The resulting link ost model is expressed by

L` =

(C `

n~ `
f ` )1

where n~ ` = ` n` , ` = a` = maxk2L ak and a` = 1

(7.7)

a` is the link unavailability.

7.2.2 The SLC routing algorithm
A sample on-line onstrained routing algorithm using the LCS model is as follows
1. Compute the availability of ea h link of the network.
2. Compute for ea h link ` the s aling fa tor ` .
3. Route a tunnel routing request as follows.
(a) Prune all the unfeasible links based on onstraint (7.4).
(b) Run Dijkstra's algorithm on the pruned network and using the link
ost (7.7) to nd the least ost path that meets onstraint (7.6).
( ) Adjust the used bandwidth on links to re e t the urrent bandwidth
availability.

7.3 A link and tunnel oloring (LTC) model
Given the network des ribed above, we assume a tunnel-di erentiated servi es
model where a request ri;e = (i; e; di;e ; s; ai;e (s)) to route a servi e lass s 2 S
tunnel of di;e bandwidth units between an ingress-egress pair (i; e) is re eived.
Consider that the appli ation arried by this request requires ai;e (s) availability
and ea h link ` has availability a` . Assume an on-line setting where future
demands on erning IP tunnel routing
requests are not known.
P
For ea h path p let Lp = `2p L` (n` ; f` ) denote thePpath ost where
L` (n` ; f`) is the ost of link ` when arrying n` ows and f` = s f`;s is the total
bandwidth reserved by the IP ows traversing link ` while f`;s is the bandwidth
reserved by a lass s tunnel on link `.

7.3.1 The LTC routing problem
P roblem 7:3. The tunnel routing problem onsists of nding the least ost path
ps 2 Pi;e (e.g Lp = minp2P Lp ) su h that
s

i;e

di;e < min(C` f` )
`2p
f`;s = Æ`;s f`
s

(7.8)
(7.9)
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Æ`;s =



1 ai;e (s) < a`
0 otherwise

(7.10)

Note that Æ`;s expresses the fa t that the links are arrying only tunnels whose
availability requirements are inferior to the availability of the link: e.g. a
appli ations requiring for example 0:9 availability will be arried only on links
` whi h have higher or the same availability (0:9 <= a`).

7.3.2 The LTC routing algorithm
Link oloring is a simple me hanism that allows the grouping of links in
di erentiated path sele tion settings where ows are lassi ed into olor lasses
and the links of a network are grouped into similar lasses to either ex lude or
in lude them during path sele tion. Link oloring may be useful when routing
for example delay-sensitive ows in a network by assigning to long delay links
su h as satellite links a link oloring di erent from the olor assigned to ber
links. In a link olor setting where the demands are di erentiated into olor
lasses, the demand is rede ned as di;e ( ) to in lude the olor allo ated to
the request. Ea h tunnel routing request will be allo ated a olor re e ting its
availability and ea h link is olored based on its availability.
A sample on-line onstrained routing algorithm using the LTC model is as
follows
1. Compute the availability of ea h link of the network.
2. Assign to ea h link ` a olor orresponding to its availability.
3. Route the tunnel request as follows.
(a) Prune all the unfeasible links based on the set of onstraints (7.8)
and (7.9).
(b) Run Dijkstra's algorithm on the pruned network to nd the least ost
path.
( ) Adjust the used bandwidth on links to re e t the urrent bandwidth
availability.

7.4 Related work
The work presented in this hapter addresses the issue of availability by using a
ost-based optimization approa h in an on-line setting. It builds upon several
other works done in the ontext of availability [71, 72, 73, 74℄ to evaluate the
availability of a link.

Chapter 8

Availability aware NE
GMPLS has opened the way for self-adaptive networks that relieve the opti al
network manager from the omplex and time- onsuming manual network planning and on guration required by traditional ommuni ation networks. Selfadaptation en ompasses automated management fun tions su h as onne tion
reation, onne tion provision, onne tion modi ation and onne tion deletion
by allowing ost-e e tive and short-term deployment of Bandwidth on Demand
(BoD) [79℄. These fun tions allow the routing of bandwidth-guaranteed tunnels
(LSPs/SPs) under various traÆ pro les and appli ations requirements, the
re-routing of these tunnels upon failure or ongestion and the re-sizing of these
tunnels upon rede nition of Servi e Level Agreements (SLAs) between users
and the network manager. The routing of tunnels in single and multi-servi e
settings are TE me hanisms onsisting of moving the traÆ to where bandwidth
is available in the network. A situation an happen in the emerging BoD settings
where the established tunnels have to be re-sized to adapt to traÆ u tuations
or to meet new Servi e Level Agreements (SLAs). This NE me hanism is
a hieved by moving bandwidth where the traÆ is o ered to the network.
We propose in this hapter an arti ial e onomy where the resizing of the
pre-established MPLS tunnels is done by pri ing bandwidth based on ongestion
and availability and trading this bandwidth between arti ial market agents to
ontrol the allo ation of bandwidth on the tunnels. The tunnel resizing an be
performed at random instan es of time as proposed in [79℄ or periodi ally to
re-optimize the network under traÆ u tuations or based on trigger to adjust
these tunnels to new SLAs. We propose a route apa ity subs ription (RCS)
model where the apa ity of a route is s aled based on the route availability to
redu e the pri e on the most available route to allow these routes to sell more
bandwidth. We also onsider a di erentiated availability pri ing (DAP) model
where the routes of a network are lassi ed into availability lasses whi h are
pri ed di erently and handled di erently a ording to their pri es to trade the
bandwidth on the most available routes in a \highest available market" while the
bandwidth on the least available routes is traded in a \least available market".
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8.1 The route apa ity subs ription (RCS) model
In our arti ial e onomy, a broker referred to as a \bandwidth manager" is
assigned to ea h tunnel. Periodi ally, based on trigger or at random time
instants the manager al ulates the expe ted revenue, over a short period of
time (known as the planning horizon ) that the route would gain, if the route
were to a quire U additional units of bandwidth (the \buying pri e") and also
the expe ted value, over the same short period of time, that the route would
lose should it give up U units of bandwidth (the \selling pri e").
We will use the LIOA ost fun tion presented in previous hapters to
determine the ost of a unit of bandwidth. Let Br denote the apa ity of
route r and, with an abuse of notation, let nr and fr denote the number of
LSPs in servi e on route r and the bandwidth assigned to route r respe tively.
When a quiring (buying) U units of apa ity the route apa ity will in rease
from Br to Br + U . Likewise when releasing (selling) U units of apa ity the
route apa ity will de rease from Br to Br U .
A manager that de ides to buy bandwidth on route r will thus lead the link
ost to

n

 

r r
r
:
(8.1)
(Br + U fr )1
while a manager that sells bandwidth on route r will lead the route ost to

Lr =

Lr =

(Br

nr  r r
U fr )1

(8.2)

where r = jrj, jrj is the length (hop- ount) of route r, r is the planning
horizon on route r and  is the revenue earned per unit time on a single hop
onne tion.

8.1.1 Pri ing bandwidth
We build upon the assumptions above to de ne the \selling pri e" on route r
as


nr
nr
r r
Vr =
(Br U fr )1
(Br fr )1
and the \buying pri e" on route r as

Kr =



nr
(Br fr )1

nr
(Br + U fr )1



r  r

+
where Br is the subs ribed bandwidth on route r, Br = A+
r  Br , A r =
Ar = maxk2R Ar , Ar is the availability of route r. A route manager will buy
bandwidth on another manager's route if the selling pri e is inferior to its buying
pri e.

8.1.2 The route availability
In ontrast to the link availability whi h is omputed based on a simple series
stru ture reliability blo k diagram (RBD), the route availability is omputed
using a parallel stru ture reliability blo k diagram (RBD) whi h onsiders the

8.2. A DIFFERENTIATED AVAILABILITY PRICING (DAP)
MODEL
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prote tion available on ea h route. It an be omputed using the end-to-end
availability model proposed in [74℄.

8.2 A di erentiated availability pri ing (DAP)
model
We onsider a multi-servi e model where the tunnels are lassi ed into less
available tunnels (lat) and highly available tunnels (hat) and handled di erently
by using a di erent pri ing fun tion for ea h lass. The tunnel lassi ation is
expressed by

Shat ( ) =
Slat ( ) =

ftunnels r su h that Ar >  g
ftunnels r su h that Ar <=  g

(8.3)
(8.4)

where Ar is the availability of route r and  is an availability threshold. We
onsider a pri ing model where the \selling pri e" is expressed by

Vr =



(Br

Æs fr )1
and the \buying pri e" on route r as


U

nr

nr
Æs fr )1

(Br

nr
Æs fr )1
nr



r r



r r
Æs fr )1
where Æs = 1 for hat tunnels and Æs = 0 for lat tunnels. Note that sin e
fr represents the ongestion level of a route r, the tunnel lassi ation and
Kr =

(Br

(Br + U

di erentiated handling above will lead to the reation of two di erent Virtual
Private Networks: a ongestion aware VPN (Æs = 1) used by the most available
routes and a ongestion free VPN (Æ = 0) used by the least available routes.
Note also that despite the ost-based separation between VPNs resulting from
the use of the parameter Æs , this separation will be e e tive and lead to two
di erent markets only when the ongestion on routes is high fr ! Br . When
the routes are lightly loaded fr  0, the two pri ing fun tions will be the same.

8.3 Cooperative routing using TE+NE
A hybrid TE+NE strategy may be implemented in GMPLS aware networks to
allow a network operator to sell \LSPs on demand" to some lients of an MPLS
network and \SPs on demand" to other lients in a DWDM (MPS) network.
The MPLS network will be built by having a set of LSPs set up on demand and
thereafter re-sized either periodi ally or at random periods of time to a hieve
network re-optimization. These LSPs may also be re-sized based on trigger to
adapt to new SLAs. They are groomed (multiplexed) into some SPs in the
DWDM network. The MPS network will be built by having a set of SPs
setup in the MPS layer based on the DWDM lient's demand. When a request
to re-size some of the LSPs whi h are groomed in SPs arrives, these LSPs are
signaled to the MPLS layer to be re-sized as a normal LSP resizing operation
using bandwidth trading and re-groomed either in the same SPs or relo ated
into other SPs.
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8.3.1 SP re-sizing using LSP relo ation
Note that though the re-sizing of the LSPs is done through trading in the MPLS
layer, the ner trading granularity of the MPLS network annot be applied to the
MPS layer where bandwidth ex hanges are done at oarser granularity. The
SPs will be re-sized when they are experien ing high blo king upon attempting
to groom the LSPs. The re-sizing of the SPs will be done by relo ating some
of their groomed LSPs with the obje tive of leading the blo king in these SPs
(the grooming SPs) at a given threshold pre-designed by the network operator.
It follows the simple algorithm des ribed by
while (blo king > threshold)




relo ate an LSP,
adjust the number of groomed LSPs in the SP.

8.4 Related work
Part of the work presented in this hapter has been published in [79℄ where
the basi model des ribing the arti ial e onomy market is presented. The
evaluation of the route availability used as s aling fa tor in the RCS model may
be built upon di erent studies done in the ontext of end-to-end availability [71,
72, 73, 74℄. The work the most related to ours are [64℄ and [65℄. We showed
in [79℄ that our model a hieves the same performan e as [64℄ but at a lower
omputational pri e. The pri ing model adopted by [65℄ uses a bandwidth
sharing model similar to ours but a pri ing model based on au tions.

Chapter 9

Risk Group Aware Routing
Current generation Constraint Based Routing (CBR) [11℄ algorithms are based
on a myopi path sele tion model where the least ost paths are omputed to
route the traÆ on a set of resour es (links and nodes) whi h an probably fail
together. This may lead to network on gurations whi h an hide the weakness
of the underlying routing approa hes while highlighting their strengths.
This hapter re onsiders the problem of traÆ engineering to propose a
new onstraint based routing approa h whi h in ludes the probability of the
links/nodes of a network to fail together as an additional onstraint in CSPF
routing. Building upon the sto hasti prin iple that di erent links/nodes of a
physi al network may follow similar failure patterns, we introdu e the Failure
Risk Group Avoidan e (FRGA) paradigm and propose a new algorithm referred
to as Constrained Failure Risk Group Avoidan e (CFRGA) algorithm that
maximizes bandwidth usage as in normal CSPF routing while routing the traÆ
over failure risk free paths.

9.1 Failure Risk Group Avoidan e (FRGA)
Failure Risk Groups are states of a network where a set of its resour es may
fail together with a given probability. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 depi ts two network
on gurations where ea h link ` is assigned a label indi ating the risk group
G` to whi h that link belongs. We onsider a routing s heme where three
IP tunnels are setup on three sour e-destination pairs (S1 ; D1 ), (S2 ; D2 ), and
(S3 ; D3 ) subje t to a \ failure risk group avoidan e (FRGA)" onstraint. This
onstraint imposes that ea h of the three tunnels be routed on a least ost path
whose links belong to di erent risk groups: e.g. for ea h link ` 2 p and ` 2 p
su h ` 6= ` the inequality G` 6= G` holds. The two network on gurations
depi ted by Figures 9.1 and 9.2 reveal that FRGA routing may lead to two
routing on gurations: (1) a path separated routing on guration depi ted by
Figure 9.1 where the three tunnels are routed over three di erent risk group free
least ost paths and (2) a path multiplexed network on guration depi ted by
Figure 9.2 where the three tunnels are routed over three di erent least ost
paths whi h share the same link (7; 8). In ontrast to the path separated
network, the upper and lower paths (1; 2; 3; 5; 5) and (10; 11; 12; 13; 14) of the
path multiplexed network present links whi h share the same risk group: links
0

0

0
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(1; 2) and (4; 5) belong to risk group G1 while the links (10; 11) and (13; 14)
belong to risk group G4 . The path separated network on guration may be
preferred to the path multiplexed network on guration sin e it leads to higher
load balan ing of the traÆ over the network infrastru ture by having ea h
tunnel routed over a di erent path and fewer rerouting upon failure by having
only the tunnel (S2 ; D3 ) to be rerouted upon a failure of the link (7; 8). The
path multiplexing routing on guration would lead to multiplexing the three
tunnels on the link (7; 8) and the rerouting of all the three tunnels upon failure
of link (7; 8).
Figure 9.1: Path separated network
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Figure 9.2: Path multiplexed network
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The illustration above shows that the sele tion of eÆ ient routing ongurations is an important issue upon whi h the eÆ ien y of the emerging
and next generation IP networks depends. It also reveals that these routing
on gurations depend on the probability for the links/nodes of the network to
a hieve similar failure patterns. As the emerging networks are based on DWDM
te hnology allowing the transport of terabytes of traÆ over a single opti al link,
these networks require high survivability whi h an be a hieved by deploying
proa tive re overy algorithms to redu e the risk of failure and rea tive re overy
me hanisms providing eÆ ient rerouting apabilities upon failure. The Shared
Risk Link Group (SRLG) [80, 81, 82℄ has been extensively resear hed by the
opti al ommunity as a single failure mode that results in the failure of multiple
links. However, investigation studies on whether multiple failures an o ur in a
network and the re overy a tions to be taken upon these failures have only been
s ar ely addressed [83, 84, 85℄. The onstrained failure risk group avoidan e
(CFRGA) problem proposed in this paper and its algorithmi solution are an
extension to the SRLG whi h in lude the probability of multiple failures of a
set of links/nodes in path omputation.

9.2. FAILURE RISK GROUP FINDING PROBLEM
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9.2 Failure risk group nding problem
Consider a network G = (N ; L) onsisting of a set of N nodes N inter onne ted
by a set L of L links. Assume that the nodes of the network are perfe t while
the links i 2 [1 : : : L℄ are operating in binary mode: failed or working. Assume
that a network state s represents a parti ular ondition where a ertain number
of links are failed while the other are in working ondition. Consider that the
network moves from one state to another if the urrent state of any of the
links hanges. Assume that ea h link ` an fail independently of others with
probability q` = 1 p` ; and the state spa e denoted J ontains all possible
states. Assume that the links are numbered from the least reliable to the most
reliable as follows
1=2  p1  p2  : : :  pL  1
while the ratios Ri = qi =pi are numbered in non in reasing order from the
highest value to the least value as follows
1  R 1  R2  : : :  R L  0

9.2.1 The failure risk group nding problem
P roblem 9:1: The state spa e enumeration onsists of nding the smallest subset
of states V

J

of the network su h that
X

s2V

p(s)  

(9.1)

where p(s) is the probability of state s 2 V given by

p(s) =

Y

`2S

p`

Y

`~2S

q`~ =

L
Y
`=1

p`

Y

`~2S

R`~ = (

L
Y
`=1

p`)R(S ):

R(S ) is the R-value of state S,  is the state spa e overage, and S
the set of failed omponents o urring in the state s and q`~ = 1 p`~.

 L is

9.2.2 The failure risk group nding algorithm
We onsider an algorithm that generates the most probable states of a network
in non-in reasing order as proposed in [86, 87, 88℄. It is based on an oine
model that nds the most probable states of a network and their probabilities
using a given state overage and the link failure probabilities preassigned for a
given network topology. As de ned earlier, the most probable states found are
expressed in terms of sets of links that fail simultaneously.
The algorithm is based on a two-step pro ess illustrated by Figure 9.3: an
initialization step and an iterative step. It uses a Hasse diagram and two sets (a
andidate and an a tive set) to generate the most probable states of a network
in non-in reasing order as proposed by [86℄. The Hasse diagram illustrated by
Figure 9.4 for a four link network is a representation of a partially ordered set in
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Enter
Input and
verify data

Initialization:

C = f0g; A := ;

sum := 0;

sum< π

Loop

False

True

Loop task

1. Delete the element
largest R−value;
2. sum = sum+p(X);

C

having the

3. output X;

PSfrag repla ements

4. Find the successors of X, place them
on
(if not already present), and
update their indegree;

A

5. Remove all element with indegree 0
from
and transfert them to

A

C

Exit

Figure 9.3: Algorithm GENERATE
whi h distin t elements are represented by distin t points. In the Hasse diagram,
two omparable elements X and Y whi h are related by the relation X  Y are
joined by a line segment des ending from X to Y , but the relationship implied
by transitivity are not expli itly drawn. Note that as illustrated by the shaded
lines in the Figure, the four-link Hasse diagram in ludes a opy of a three-link
Hasse diagram. This property an be generalized to an arbitrary number of
omponents n: an n + 1 Hasse diagram ontains a opy of an n Hasse diagram.
The su essor Y of a node X = k1 k2 :::kj in the Hasse diagram is nd as follows:




If X is on the same level as Y then Y = k1 k2 :::kj where k1 = k1 + 1.
0

0

If X and Y are on di erent levels then Y = k1 k2 :::kj where k1 = 1k1 .
0

0

The Risk Group Finding algorithm uses a two-step pro ess : an initialization
step and an iterative step. The andidate set C ontains all the states with indegree zero while the a tive set A ontains all states whose prede essors have
just been deleted from the Hasse diagram. A variable sum is used to re ord
the sum of the probabilities p(X ) of all states that have been deleted from the
Hasse diagram.
During the initialization step the andidate set C , the a tive set A, and
the sum of state probabilities are initialized. The andidate set C is initialized
with the only state 0 of the Hasse diagram sin e it has in-degree zero while the
a tive set A will be empty sin e no element has been yet deleted from the Hasse
diagram. The variable sum is also initialized to 0 sin e initially no state have
yet been deleted from the Hasse diagram.
The iterative step is exe uted into a loop while the sum of all state
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Figure 9.4: Hasse diagram
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probabilities sum is less than the probability overage  . It follows a sequen e of
(1) deleting from the andidate set C the element that has the highest p(X )-value
(2) adding the probability p(X ) of the deleted element to sum (3) pla ing the
deleted element X into the output list (4) nding the su essor(s) of the deleted
element X and pla e them into A, if they are not already in A and de rement
their in-degree by 1 and (4) nally pla ing all elements with in-degree 0 from
the a tive set A into the andidate set C .

9.3 Constrained failure risk group avoidan e
Consider a network represented by a dire ted graph (N ; L) where N is a set
of N nodes and L is a set of L links. Let C` denote the maximum reservable
bandwidth of link ` and let Pi;e denote the set of feasible paths onne ting the
ingress-egress pair (i; e). Assume that a request ri;e = (i; e; di;e ;   ) to setup
bandwidth-guaranteed tunnels (LSPs or SPs) of di;e bandwidth units between
an ingress-egress pair (i; e) is re eived and that future demands on erning
tunnel setup requests are not known. Assume that these tunnels may be either
unprote ted or diversely omputed tunnels whi h are onstrained by a failure
risk group avoidan
e probability   .
P
Let Lp = `2p L` (n` ; f` ) denote the ost of path p where L` (n` ; f` ) is the
ost of link ` when arrying n` tunnels and f` is the total bandwidth reserved
by the tunnels traversing link `.

P roblem 9:2: The tunnel routing problem onsists of nding the least ost
path p (eg. Lp = mink2P Lk ) satisfying the routing onstraints
i;e

di;e (p) < min(C` f` )
`2p

P (p) < 
`;`0

(9.2)
(9.3)
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Figure 9.5: The performability evaluation model
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 (p) is the probability that two links ` 2 p and ` 2 p belong to a
where P`;`
same risk group omputed at overage  while   is a threshold de ning the
level of risk allowed. Note that while onstraint (9.2) expresses a bandwidth
maximization, onstraint (9.3) is a risk group avoidan e onstraint expressing
how risk group free the links of the omputed tunnel should be.
0

0

P roblem 9:3: The diversity tunnel routing problem onsists of nding the
least ost path p (e.g. Lp = mink2P Lk ) satisfying the routing onstraints
and its least ost ba kup p~ (e.g. Lp~ = mink2P Lk ) satisfying the routing
onstraints
i;e

i;e

di;e (p) < min(C` f`)
`2p
di;e (~p) < min(C` f`)
`2p~
P  (p; p~) < 

(9.4)
(9.5)
(9.6)

`;`0

 (p; p~) is the probability that two links ` 2 p and ` 2 p~ belong to a
where P`;`
same risk group omputed at overage  while   is a threshold de ning the
level of risk allowed. Note that the parameter in equation (9.5) expresses the
type of prote tion required for the a tive tunnel: 1 : 1 for = 0 and 1 + 1 for
= 1. Constraint (9.3) is a risk group avoidan e onstraint expressing how risk
group free the links of the two omputed tunnels should be.
0

0

9.3.1 Constrained risk group avoidan e algorithm
We onsider a onstrained risk group avoidan e algorithm whi h is based on the
following key features



Oine omputation of the the failure risk groups.



Routing based on bandwidth and risk group onstraints.

9.4. RELATED WORK
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Path sele tion based on sele ting the best risk group free paths: the best
path may be for example the widest, the least utilized or the least delay
path.

Figure 9.5 depi ts a routing ar hite ture whi h an be used to ompute onstrained risk group avoidan e paths. It in ludes three main blo ks orresponding
to the three main routing pro esses involved in the path omputation. In
State generation, the FRGs are omputed based on a overage  likely provided
by the network administrator and the link failure probabilities p(`). The
State generation pro ess produ es a set of states fsg and their probabilities
p(s). These states and probabilities are used in the Routing T unnels pro ess
to ompute risk group onstrained paths. The P rune network pro ess prunes
the network based on the network topology and available bandwidth on links
to meet the bandwidth maximization onstraint. In the Routing tunnels
the bandwidth pruned network provided by P rune network is pruned again
based on the FRGs and their probabilities to meet the risk group onstraints.
Routing tunnels performs the least ost al ulation on a bandwidth and risk
group pruned network to nd the least ost paths.
Consider a demand for di;e bandwidth units between two nodes i and e at
risk group probability   . Assume that QoP (p) denotes the quality of path
p expressed in terms of path delay, path width, maximum link utilization of
the path or other performan e parameter and QoP is a variable expressing the
quality of the best path found. CRGA exe utes the following steps in routing
this demand
1. State enumerate. Enumerate the states of the network based on a
prede ned overage  and link failure probabilities.
2. Prune the network. Eliminate all links with residual apa ities less than
di;e to form a redu ed network whose links have suÆ ient spare apa ity
to arry the demand di;e .
3. Find the new least ost path.

 BestP ath = ; and QoP=0.
 For ea h state s that meets the risk group

onstraint p(s) <  
{ Prune the network again to meet the risk group onstraints
{ Use Dijkstra's algorithm to nd the new least ost path p from i
to e in the redu ed network.
{ If (QoP (p)  QoP ) set BestP ath = p and QoP = QoP (p).

4. Route the traÆ demand. Assign the traÆ demand di;e to the best
path Bestpath.

5. Update the link ows and interferen e. For ea h link ` 2 Bestpath :
f` := f` + di;e and n` := n` + 1.

9.4 Related work
While using onstraint based routing in an on-line setting, the work presented
builds upon the oine state enumeration models proposed in [86, 87, 88℄ to
nd failure risk groups.

Chapter 10

Con lusions and future
work
Building upon di erent frameworks and resear h elds, this thesis revisits
the problem of traÆ engineering and network engineering to present QoS
routing me hanisms and network ontrol strategies to be deployed at the
main network layer interfa es of the emerging and next generation IP sta k.
We present IGP, MPLS and IGP+MPLS routing approa hes to be deployed
at the IP/MPLS network layer interfa e by ombining the strengths of
native IP (s alability) and MPLS engineering (optimality and survivability)
to improve the QoS re eived by the appli ations. We also onsider multilayer routing approa hes to be deployed at the interfa e between MPLS and
MPS networks. These in lude ontention-aware routing approa hes based
on LSP/SP separation/multiplexing me hanisms and LSP/SP rerouting
me hanisms whi h use fast signaling and inter-layer visibility to improve multilayer resilien e. Finally, we propose Photoni aware routing approa hes where
the knowledge of the underlying ber hara teristi s is used to ondu t the
routing and rerouting of LSPs/SPs in MPLS/MPS networks. These in lude
failure risk group aware and availability aware routing me hanisms. There is
room for further resear h to extend and omplement the work presented in this
thesis.

10.0.1 Deploying (G)MPLS in metro-, a ess and private
networks
MPLS has won the battle of the ore of the Internet by using its labelswit hed paths as a natural t for virtual private networks and onstraint based
routing and fast-rerouting apabilities to ollapse ATM and SONET/SDH in
an emerging IP sta k whi h is futured with an IP/(G)MPLS over DWDM
ar hite ture and possibly a thin SONET layer between the two layers. Its move
into metro-, a ess- and even some private networks is driven by the promises to
in rease servi e provider revenue by providing the apability of multiplexing IP,
frame relay/ATM and Ethernet traÆ into shared tunnels. This emerging IP
sta k requires the redesign of the QoS routing me hanisms and network ontrol
strategies de ned for the ore to a hieve di erent QoS requirements into metro,
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a ess and private networks. This is a dire tion for future resear h work.

10.0.2 A step forward into \IP over Photons" deployment
The next generation \IP over Photons" networks are expe ted to layer native IP
dire tly on top of ross onne t. This will be possible by rede ning the IP layers
to move some of their fun tionalities in the IP layer and other in the DWDM
layer, by designing new me hanisms and redesigning the existent IP/Opti al
routing me hanisms su h as Opti al Burst Swit hing (OBS) and Opti al Pa ket
Swit hing (OPS) to improve IP delivery on top of ross onne t. While OBS
has been adopted as an intermediate solution between fast ir uit swit hing and
pa ket swit hing, OPS is widely re ognized as a promising te hnology that will
allow IP pa kets to be routed over ber in their native onne tionless nature. It
is expe ted that the integration of eÆ ient wavelength onversion me hanisms
su h as waveband routing and OBS/OPS would improve greatly the opti al
networking performan e. This integration is still in its infan y. It requires
further resear h studies.

10.0.3 Deploying QoS beyond the Internet domain boundaries
BGPv4, the de-fa to standard proto ol for inter-domain routing was designed to
a hieve poli y routing and topology dis overy, dis ounting the end-to-end QoS
in a business environment where there was no strong nan ial justi ations for
inter-domain TE. The emerging multi-servi e Internet requires that both realtime and best-e ort traÆ be arried within and beyond a Servi e Provider's
domain boundaries with a eptable QoS guarantees. This hallenging problem
has raised debates within the IP ommunity on erning how inter-domain traÆ
engineering will be implemented. On one hand there is a s hool of thought
pointing to the ability of the urrent generation BGP4 proto ol to a hieve
inter-domain TE with minimum hanges by using lever manipulations of the
BGP de ision pro ess parameters or through minor extensions to BGP4. On
the other hand, entralized strategies based on a lient-server model, on e
abandoned by the IP ommunity for s alability reasons , have been re onsidered
for IP pa kets delivery beyond AS boundaries to support QoS guarantees. The
wide deployment of this model in the Internet requires new me hanisms for
lassifying traÆ ows into lasses and handling these ows a ording to their
QoS requirements. The lo alization of these me hanisms in the emerging lientserver inter-domain ar hite ture is another issue to be solved before QoS routing
be omes e e tively deployed in the inter-domain pi ture. This deployment
requires further resear h studies.

Part IV
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This hapter presents a short des ription of the publi ations appended
to this thesis by highlighting my ontribution and presenting other author's
ontribution in ase of o-authored papers. While Papers 1 7 des ribe and
evaluate the performan e of QoS routing me hanisms and network ontrol
strategies to be deployed at the IP/MPLS network layer interfa e, Papers 8 11
are related to the MPLS/MPS network layer interfa e. While hapter 9 ontain
unpublished material on the failure risk group avoidan e paradigm, Paper 12 is
strongly related to the unpublished work on availability aware routing presented
in hapters 7 and 8. It an be easily extended to in lude the di erent availability
aware routing approa hes.

10.1 IGP/MPLS
10.1.1 Paper 1: ICC04
A.B. Bagula, M. Botha, A.E. Krzesinski, \Online traÆ engineering: the least
interferen e optimization algorithm", Pro eedings of the ICC2004 Conferen e,
June 2004.
This paper presents a model of routing bandwidth-guaranteed tunnels in
MPLS networks to redu e the interferen e among ompeting tunnels (optimality) and the rerouting upon failure (survivability) with minimal hanges to the
existing routing algorithms ( ompatibility). A novel ost based optimization
s heme is proposed to improve the a eptan e of routing requests while rerouting
fewer LSPs upon failure at redu ed omputation time and using the lassi al
onstraint shortest path rst (CSPF) routing algorithm. Simulation revealed
the relative eÆ ien y of the routing s heme ompared to several other owbased routing algorithms. Besides proposing the main ideas, I wrote the paper
while the o-authors ontributed to the dis ussions and simulation ode.

10.1.2 Paper 2: SACJ05
A.B. Bagula, \Hybrid TraÆ Engineering: From Constraint Shortest Path
First to Least Path Interferen e", South Afri an Computer Journal, Volume 34,
Pages 2-10, June 2005.
Building upon the work done in Paper 1, this paper revisits the problem
of bandwidth-guaranteed tunnels routing in MPLS networks with the obje tive
of a hieving optimality, survivability and simpli ity. I proposed in this paper
a hybrid ost optimization s heme ombining oine approximation of the
survivability obje tive and and on-line omputation of the optimality obje tive.
Simulation revealed that this s heme an a hieve network performan e similar
to the model presented in Paper 1.

10.1.3 Paper 3: CIS05
A.B. Bagula and H.F. Wang, \On the Relevan e of Using Gene Expression
Programming in Destination-based TraÆ Engineering", Le ture Notes in
Computer S ien es, Volume 3801, Pages 224-229, De ember 2005.
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This paper assesses the relevan e of using Gene Expression Programming
in destination-based routing. We applied GEP for the rst time to a hieve
IGP routing in ommuni ation networks with the obje tive of nding a set of
optimal IGP weights whi h minimize the maximum link utilization of a network.
In this paper GEP is presented as a Memeti algorithm whi h performs better
than lassi al memeti algorithms based on geneti algorithms (GA) in terms of
the quality of the routing paths and onne tionless based routing performan e.
Besides proposing the main ideas of the paper, I wrote the paper, part of the
simulation ode while the se ond author ontributed to part of the simulation
ode.

10.1.4 Paper 4: NOMS06
A.B. Bagula, \TraÆ Engineering Next Generation IP Networks Using Gene
Expression Programming", Pro eedings of the 2006 IEEE/IFIP Network Operations & Management Symposium, Pages 230-239, April 2006.
This paper revisits the relevan e of using the geneti optimization framework
in ne-tuning IGP and MPLS routing. Unlike lassi al Constraint Shortest Path
First (CSPF) routing s hemes whi h are based on dynami routing metri s,
stati routing metri s are used in this paper to route bandwidth-guaranteed
tunnels in MPLS networks. The underlying routing paradigm onsisting of
using a stati IGP metri as a TE metri was inspired by best urrent pra ti es
(BCP) in provider's networks [17℄ but tested for the rst time in this paper.
Simulation revealed that using the best urrent pra ti e leads to performan e
improvements similar to those found in Paper 1.

10.1.5 Paper 5: QOFIS04
A.B. Bagula, \Online traÆ engineering: a hybrid IGP/MPLS routing approa h", Le ture Notes in Computer S ien e, Volume 3266, Pages 134-143,
September 2004.
A hybrid IGP+MPLS routing approa h is presented where the requests
to route bandwidth-guaranteed tunnels are lassi ed into low bandwidth
demanding (LBD) and high bandwidth (HBD) demanding requests. These
requests are routed di erently in an on-line setting where the LBD requests are
routed over IGP omputed paths while the HBD requests are arried over MPLS
tunnels. While related works [28, 29, 30, 31℄ use an oine setting, this paper was
the rst to address the dualism IGP/MPLS in an on-line intra-domain setting
and show that the approa h ould perform better than both IGP and MPLS
routing. The work in [27℄ uses a tunnel lassi ation and handling models similar
to ours but in a tra e-based inter-domain setting where ost-based optimization
is dis ounted.

10.1.6 Paper 6: QOSIP05
Antoine B. Bagula. \Hybrid IGP+MPLS Routing in Next Generation IP
Networks: An Online TraÆ Engineering Model", Le ture Notes in Computer
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S ien e, Volume 3375, Pages 325-338, February 2005.
This paper extends the work done in Paper 5 to present a ost-based
optimization s heme that builds upon the sto hasti property that the links
of a network may have di erent traÆ arrying probabilities to a hieve di erent
network on gurations in a hybrid IGP+MPLS setting. Besides highlighting the
importan e of the omposition rule of the ost metri , this paper shows that an
additive ost metri may be obtained from a logarithmi transform of a powerbased ost metri and reveals through simulation that an additive ost metri
an be used to a hieve the same performan e as a power-based ost metri .

10.1.7 Paper 7: COMCOM06
A.B. Bagula, \Hybrid Routing in Next Generation IP Networks", Elsevier
Computer Communi ations Volume 29, Number 7, Pages 879-892, April 2006.
Building upon network operation pra ti es, this paper revisits the relevan e
of using a hybrid IGP+MPLS approa h to route bandwidth guaranteed tunnels
in IP networks by in ating the routing requests to a hieve bandwidth prote tion
of the links of a network. In ontrast to Papers 5 and 6 , this paper uses a routing
algorithm whi h is based on the aggregation of the HBD requests to redu e the
signaling overheads resulting from setting up and tearing down the LSPs in an
MPLS network.

10.2 MPLS/MPS
10.2.1 Paper 8: JON06
A.B. Bagula and M. Botha, \On a hieving LSP/LambdaSP multiplexing/separation
in onverged data/opti al networks", OSA Journal of Opti al Networking,
Volume 5, Number 4, Pages 280-292, April 2006.
In this paper, the rerouting of bandwidth guaranteed tunnels (LSPs/SPs)
upon failure is presented as an NP hard multi- onstrained path set nding
problem. This problem is solved using a heuristi solution whi h is based
on lassi al CSPF implementation. A novel ost metri using tunnel type
di erentiation is proposed to a hieve path separation/multiplexing on the links
for the a tive and/or ba kup tunnels. Our simulation experiments revealed the
relevan e of pa king (multiplexing) a tive tunnels and separating the ba kup
tunnels on links when rerouting failed tunnels. Besides proposing the main
ideas, I wrote the paper and part of the simulation ode while the se ond author
ontributed to part of the simulation ode.

10.2.2 Paper 9: JSAC07
A.B. Bagula, \On a hieving Bandwidth-aware LSP/LambdaSP multiplexing/separation in Multi-layer networks", to appear in the IEEE Journal on
Sele ted Areas in Communi ations (JSAC): spe ial issue on TraÆ Engineering
for Multi-Layer Networks, se ond quarter 2007.
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This paper re onsider the rerouting of bandwidth guaranteed tunnels
(LSPs/SPs) upon failure to present an NP hard multi- onstrained path set
nding problem whi h is solved by a heuristi solution whi h uses lassi al CSPF
implementation. A novel ost model novel ost metri using bandwidth aware
tunnel type di erentiation is proposed to a hieve path separation/multiplexing
on the links for high bandwidth demanding (HBD) and low bandwidth
demanding (LBD) tunnels. Our simulation experiments revealed that the
performan e of a network is improved by pa king (multiplexing) LBD tunnels
and separating the HBD tunnels on links when rerouting failed tunnels.

10.2.3 Paper 10: SPIE06
A. Mu hanga, A.B Bagula and L. Wosinska, \Inter-layer Communi ation for
Faster Restoration in a 10 Gigabit Ethernet-based Network", In Pro eedings of
SPIE, Volume 6193, May 2006.
This paper dis usses methods to improve restoration time in opti al networks
and proposes inter-layer ommuni ation me hanisms to be implemented in 10
Gigabit Ethernet-based networks in order to redu e the restoration time. My
ontribution in this paper onsisted more in the dis ussions of the ideas and
orre ting the amera ready version of the paper.

10.2.4 Paper 11: OFC/NFOEC07
A. Mu hanga, A.B Bagula and L. Wosinska, \On Using Fast Signalling to improve Restoration in Multi-layer Networks", Submitted to the OFC/NFOEC'07
onferen e.
This paper reveals the relevan e of using fast signaling and inter-layer
ommuni ation to redu e restoration operation times in multi-layer networks.
Besides the simulation oding, I wrote the performan e evaluation part of the
work and ontributed to the dis ussions and writing of other parts of the paper.

10.3 MPS/Fiber
10.3.1 Paper 12: BoD06
A.B. Bagula and A.E. Krezinsiski, \TraÆ and Network Engineering in
Emerging Generation IP Networks: A Bandwidth on Demand Model", to appear
in the pro eedings of the First IEEE Workshop on Bandwidth on Demand, SanFran is o/USA, November 2006.
This paper presents a new hybrid TE+NE strategy where network engineering based on bandwidth trading me hanisms is used to omplement traÆ
engineering under QoS mismat hes between the available resour es and the
o ered traÆ . Building upon network's operation pra ti es, the paper proposes
the use of link under-subs ription to prote t some of the links of a network from
being overloaded. This TE model presented in this paper an be extended to
a hieve availability aware routing as des ribed in hapter 7 of this thesis. The
NE model presented in this paper an also be extended to a hieve availability
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aware NE as des ribed in hapter 8 of this thesis. Besides writing the paper and
oding part of the simulation program, i proposed the ost and pri ing models.
The o-author ontributed to the bandwidth trading simulation ode, writing
part of the paper and dis ussions of the ideas.
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